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ABSTRACT 
 

Amritha Kidiyoor 
 

REPROGRAMMING LUNG FIBROBLASTS INTO LUNG PROGENITORS  
 

Dissertation under the direction of 
 

Anthony Atala, M.D., Professor 
 

Pulmonary Fibrosis (PF) is characterized by the replacement of functional lung parenchyma with 

fibrotic tissue. PF develops due to chronic injury to the lungs, and leads to decreased lung 

compliance, function and a significant reduction in the quality of life for the patient. Currently, 

there are no treatments available that can reverse fibrosis once it has occurred. Reprogramming 

technology provides exciting avenues for treatment of disease. Direct reprogramming involves the 

conversion of one cell type directly into another; fibroblasts have been reprogrammed into neural, 

cardiac and hepatic lineages using forced expression of lineage-specific transcription factors. This 

strategy offers the possibility of regenerating damaged tissue in vivo by reprogramming resident 

cells to stimulate tissue regeneration. If resident fibroblasts within fibrotic tissue could be 

reprogrammed directly into a lung progenitor phenotype, this could drive the formation of new 

functional tissue and improve lung function. We hypothesize that reprogramming technology 

can be used to induce lung fibroblasts into a lung progenitor phenotype in vitro. The goal of 

this study is to identify reprogramming factors capable of converting fibroblasts into a multipotent 

lung progenitor phenotype, with the application of this strategy in vivo to ameliorate established 

pulmonary fibrosis. To identify the transcription factors involved in lung development, we will 

use ESCs and differentiate them towards lung epithelial cells in vitro in a step-wise manner 

mimicking early lung development. ESCs will go through a lung progenitor stage before maturing 

to lung epithelial cells. Transcription factor expression at the lung progenitor stage will lead to 
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identification of lung lineage-specific transcription factors that could possibly reprogram 

fibroblasts into lung progenitors. Co-expression of multiple transcription factors, each with unique 

functional roles, will likely be required for direct reprogramming. Hence, we will assess different 

combinations of lung lineage-specific transcription factors to determine the optimal combination 

of factors needed for reprogramming in vitro.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 Pulmonary Fibrosis (PF) falls under the family of Interstitial Lung Diseases (ILD). 

Currently, 500,000 people in the United States have been diagnosed with ILD and PF accounts for 

10% of this patient population. PF is commonly referred to as Idiopathic PF (IPF) as the exact 

cause is not known. It presents with a Usual Interstitial Pneumonitis (UIP) histopathologic or 

radiographic pattern of alternating areas of normal lung, with neighboring areas of lung remodeling 

with temporal heterogeneity of fibrosis. This heterogeneity ranges from thickening of alveolar 

walls to scattered fibroblastic foci in the background of dense Extracellular Matrix (ECM) and 

honeycombing [1, 2]. In response to injury, the epithelium is slowly replaced by fibroblasts which 

produce excessive amounts of ECM, impacting proper lung function. 

The prevalence is higher in the elderly population (>50 years of age), particularly in elderly 

males [3]. Risk factors for IPF include cigarette smoking and environmental exposure to irritants 

and gastroesophageal reflux [4]. Most patients with IPF demonstrate a gradual worsening of lung 

function over years, while some others experience acute exacerbations despite previous stability 

[4]. Pulmonary function tests demonstrate restrictive physiology with profound alterations in lung 

mechanics (reduced lung compliance and lung volumes), pulmonary gas exchange (reduced 

diffusing capacity) and airway physiology (increased cough reflex and increased airway volume), 

and pulmonary hemodynamics (pulmonary hypertension) [4, 5]. There are no effective therapies 

and the mortality rate is higher than many cancers (>80%) [6]. In addition, the median survival 

time after diagnosis is 2-5 years [2], with evidence to suggest that mortality has increased over the 

last 20 years [7, 8] The most common cause of death is progressive lung disease (60% of deaths) 

[8, 9]. Additional causes of morbidity and mortality in patients with IPF include coronary artery 
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disease [10], pulmonary embolism, and lung cancer. Although many avenues such as anti-fibrotic, 

anti-proliferative and anti-inflammatory agents have been explored, none have shown sufficient 

evidence to support their use in IPF [4]. Researchers have spent the last few decades exploring 

activation of the endogenous lung stem cells and stem cell therapy as a possibility which is covered 

in detail below.  

 

1.1 THE LUNG 

The respiratory tree is an essential and complex system. Millions of alveoli in the lung ensure 

efficient and effective gas exchange. The lung is very different from other organs as there is an 

air–liquid interface at the alveolar level, which makes gas exchange possible. Along with providing 

an efficient means of gas exchange, the other functions of the lung include host defense against 

pathogens [11] and preventing the entry of inhaled pollutants into the circulatory system [12].  

Lung development is a complex and intricate process, which involves reciprocal 

communication between the epithelium and underlying mesenchyme. Soon after gastrulation, the 

definitive endoderm forms and folds into a gut tube, which is patterned along the anterior–posterior 

and ventral–dorsal axes by morphogenetic signals from the surrounding mesenchyme [13] (Figure 

1). This gives rise to the foregut endoderm with anterior–posterior and ventral–dorsal patterning. 

The primordial lung buds arise from the ventral anterior portion of foregut endoderm around E9.5 

in mice, which is around the same time when NK2 Homeobox 1 (Nkx2.1) expression can be 

detected. The portion of the foregut endoderm, which is anterior to the buds, divides to form the 

ventral trachea and the underlying esophagus, which will lead into the stomach. The primordial 

lung buds extend into the surrounding mesenchyme and branching morphogenesis soon begins. 

During this pseudoglandular stage between E9.5 and E16.5, the lung buds extend and branch in a 
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tree-like fashion, which terminates in several thousand terminal tubules. By E16.5 in mice, the 

branching morphogenesis is complete. During the canalicular stage (E16.5–E17.5), the terminal 

tubules get narrower and by the saccular stage (E18.5–day 5 postnatal growth), small sacs begin 

to emerge at the tips of the narrow tubules, which give rise to alveoli [14]. The vascular system 

meanwhile develops parallel and closely with the lung epithelium and plays an important role in 

lung morphogenesis and alveolarization. Postnatally, although branching morphogenesis does not 

occur, the lungs increase in size during human development, and differentiation of lung epithelium 

takes place, which gives rise to the multiple cell types in the adult lung and maturation of alveoli 

Figure 1. Lung development. By E9 NKX2.1 expression can be detected in the ventral portion of the 
anterior foregut endoderm. The lung bud forms and soon after outgrows and separates from the ventral 
underlying esophagus. At this stage, the lung buds contain multipotent epithelial progenitors capable 
of giving rise to all lung epithelial cell types. At E11, there is further outgrowth and branching of the 
lung buds, there are distal progenitors at the tips of the outgrowing lung buds which give rise to distal 
lung epithelial cell types and the cells left behind become proximal progenitors which give rise to 
proximal lung epithelial cell types. (From Kidiyoor et al, Gene and Cell Therapy, 4th Edition) 
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occurs [15, 16]. The small sacs that develop at the end of the saccular stage undergo primary 

septation that is accompanied by differentiation of the epithelium into immature type I and type II 

Alveolar Epithelial Cells (AECs). Postnatally, secondary septation occurs with elastin deposition 

and myofibroblast development [17] with the maturation of type I and type II AECs.  

The mesenchyme of the lung consists of many different cell types, which vary across the 

proximal–distal axis. In the trachea and bronchi, the mesenchyme is mainly cartilage, airway 

smooth muscle, and connective tissue fibroblasts, whereas in the alveolar region, it is vascular 

smooth muscle, myofibroblasts, lipofibroblasts, endothelial cells, and pericytes. The mesenchyme 

in the lung is thought to arise from the splanchnic mesoderm during development [15]. Proper lung 

development and function is dependent on appropriate signals and crosstalk between the lung 

epithelium and mesenchyme, this is required for patterning of the foregut endoderm, branching 

morphogenesis, and postnatal alveolarization.  

 

1.2. FORMATION AND PROGRESSION OF PF   

The exact mechanism for the development of IPF is not well understood but it is widely accepted 

that the initiating event is injury to the alveolar epithelium [18, 19]. While progressive fibrosis is 

associated with an epithelial-dependent fibroblast-activated process with poor response to anti-

inflammatory agents [20], inflammation could have a role in the onset or progression of the disease 

in a subgroup of patients with IPF [21, 22]. Therefore, at least two different mechanisms; the 

inflammatory pathway and the epithelial pathway, could lead to lung fibrosis.  

In response to repeated injury, signals from the injured or apoptotic epithelium activate 

endogenous repair mechanisms; recruit immune cells and stimulate fibroblast proliferation in the 

injured site (Figure 2).  
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The wound healing response becomes dysregulated with repetitive injury to the alveolar 

epithelium and the integrity of the alveolar structure is comprised with breakdown of the epithelial 

barrier. This allows infiltration of immune cells and fibroblasts in and around the alveoli. The 

injured epithelial cells also signal the differentiation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts. 

Myofibroblasts possess properties of both fibroblasts and smooth muscle cells and are the main 

mediators of collagen deposition and pro-inflammatory and pro-fibrotic signals. It is speculated 

that myofibroblasts arise from; a) resident fibroblasts in the interstitial areas between alveoli which 

are in close contact with the injured epithelium [23], b) circulating fibroblasts recruited to wound 

Figure 2. Formation and progression of PF. (A) Recurring microinjuries to an ageing lung. (B) 
Damaged alveolar epithelial cells (AECs) undergo apoptosis and in response to this AECs from other 
areas are recruited to the site leading to (C) an aberrant epithelial cell response. (D-F) AECs release 
damage signals that recruit fibroblasts to the site of injury, these fibroblasts are then activated and like 
with the epithelial cells, an aberrant fibrotic response is activated which leads to excessive 
accumulation of ECM. (From King et al, Lancet 2011;378:1949-61) 
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site by chemokines secreted by injured epithelium [24] and c) the injured epithelium undergoing 

Epithelial to Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) giving rise to myofibroblasts [25, 26]. The 

combination of injured epithelium, immune cell infiltration, myofibroblast signals and ECM 

deposition creates an environment that is pro-inflammatory and pro-fibrotic with extensive matrix 

remodeling. These events lead to progressive accumulation of fibrotic tissue replacing areas of 

functional lung parenchyma that is refractory to treatment and is currently irreversible with the 

available treatments.  

 

1.3. CURRENT TREATMENTS FOR PF 

For patients with PF, the high mortality rate and short survival time can be attributed to the lack 

of effective treatments [27]. Most PF patients present for medical care at a state where breathing 

has become difficult and is affecting their quality of life. At this stage of the disease, pulmonary 

fibrosis is usually well established and extensive. There is no treatment that can cure IPF and most 

treatment options have low-quality evidence supporting their use [4]. The current treatment options 

include anti-inflammatory (corticosteroids, etanercept, bosentan), anti-fibrotic (colchicine, 

pirfenidone), immune-suppressive (cyclosporin A, interferon-γ 1b) agents and anti-oxidants 

(acetylcysteine), which have very little success and supportive evidence. Although oxygen therapy 

and lung transplantation have benefits on survival and lung function, it is limited and not always 

accessible. 

Corticosteroids- No randomized controlled trials are available for corticosteroids [28, 29]. 

Retrospective uncontrolled studies have reported no survival benefits, but suggest an improvement 

in lung function in a subset of patients [30, 31]. Substantial morbidity from long-term 

corticosteroid therapy is a concern [31]. 
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Colchicine- Has been shown to reduce both fibroblast proliferation and collagen synthesis in vitro 

[32]. Although early studies in patients with IPF suggested a potential benefit [33], prospective 

clinical trials since have compared colchicine to other treatments with no improvement in clinical 

outcomes [34-36].  

Cyclosporin A- Some reports suggested a possible benefit in small, uncontrolled groups of patients 

with IPF [37, 38]. More recently, a retrospective study of 10 patients with IPF showed no apparent 

benefit to cyclosporine treatment [39]. There is very limited data to support its use.  

Interferon-γ 1b (IFN-γ)- An anti-fibrotic and immunomodulation agent, has been evaluated in 

clinical trials after a pilot study suggested some benefit [40]. Although there were no differences 

in functional outcomes, there was a trend toward improved survival in some patients. In a recent, 

definitive trial with more than 800 patients, there was no difference in overall mortality [41]. 

Bosentan- A dual endothelin receptor A and B antagonist, reduced endothelin levels but does not 

seem to have a clear benefit in IPF outcomes. Endothelin which is a growth factor and 

vasoconstrictor is found elevated in serum and bronchoalveolar lavage of IPF patients. One study 

showed a beneficial effect on time to disease progression or death, dyspnea, and quality of life 

[42].  

Etanercept- A recombinant Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF) receptor has shown promise in vitro 

studies by binding to TNF and hence neutralizing its activity [43]. A recent randomized controlled 

study failed to show a difference in the primary endpoint of change in Functional Vital Capacity 

(FVC) over 48 weeks [44]. 

Pirfenidone- An anti-inflammatory, antifibrotic, and antioxidant agent, has been tested in 

Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) from Japan where pirfenidone was compared to placebo. 

The first study was stopped prematurely after a secondary endpoint of acute exacerbation was 
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found significantly more frequently in the placebo group as compared with pirfenidone [45]. There 

was some data to showing a possible beneficial treatment effect on the primary endpoint (on 

oxygen saturation during exercise). A second study found a lower rate of decline in vital capacity 

over 52 weeks in the pirfenidone arm as well as an increase in survival [46]. However, these trials 

had highly selective enrolment of patients, not representative of the IPF population. Two additional 

international RCTs of pirfenidone showed inconsistent changes in FVC without any clear survival 

benefits [47, 48].  

Combination- The international accepted treatment regime for PF is a combination treatment of 

prednisone, azathioprine and N-acetylcysteine (NAC) [49]. These are all immunosuppressive 

drugs which mitigate the inflammation that occurs concurrently with pulmonary fibrosis. The 

beneficial effects of this combination therapy along with other anti-inflammatory and 

immunosuppressive agents such as cyclophosamide are debatable. In a recent randomized, double-

blinded clinical trial wherein PF patients were placed in either the combination treatment or 

placebo group for a 60-week period, there was no observed benefit of treatment, and there were 

more adverse events and deaths in the combination treatment than placebo group [50].  

Oxygen-therapy- There is some evidence of from two large randomized trials in obstructive lung 

disease that there is a survival benefit with long-term oxygen therapy [51, 52].  

Lung transplantation- Five-year survival rates after lung transplantation in IPF are estimated at 50 

to 56%, higher than with other indications [53, 54]. In a single-center study of 46 patients referred 

for lung transplantation, the ones that did receive lung transplantation had a reduced risk of death 

at 5 years [55].  

This indicates that current treatments are not beneficial in treating PF. These treatments are 

aimed at preventing inflammation or prolonging survival, however, they do not reverse established 
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and extensive fibrosis observed in many IPF patients. This likely explains the ineffectiveness of 

the current treatments. For this reason, researchers have been exploring alternative treatments for 

PF summarized in the next section. 

 
1.4. POTENTIAL THERAPIES FOR PF 

1.4.1. Endogenous Stem cells in Adult Lung 

Due to the important functions of the lung and the diseases that can result from repeated insult, 

there has been an increasing interest in the potential of lung stem cells for regenerating damaged 

tissue in lung diseases. Due to the intermittent renewal of lung tissue and the robust response to 

injury, it is unlikely that a pool of unspecialized cells function such as lung stem cells have the 

potential to replace the entire epithelium as in continuously renewing tissue such as the gut and 

bone marrow, and it seems more probable and practical that the lung has several epithelial cells 

that can take part in repairing lung damage: stem cells, transit-amplifying progenitors, facultative 

stem cells, and differentiated cells [56]. There is a consensus that lung epithelial cells including 

stem/progenitors are involved in repair of the region in which they are found (location-specific 

repair), and this is in line with the observation that there are a variety of epithelial cells including 

stem/progenitor cells populations, and distribution of these cells along the proximal–distal axis is 

different.  

During lung development, all the cells (epithelium and mesenchyme) involved in lung 

generation are multipotent progenitors and as lung development proceeds, these cells become 

specialized and acquire regional and functional specificities. In comparison, during tissue renewal 

in steady state and repair, most of the epithelial and mesenchymal cells including the stem 

cells/progenitors are terminally differentiated and have regional and functional specification. In 

addition, different epithelial cells including stem/progenitor cells are depleted by different injuries 
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in the lung that also plays a role in determining which epithelial cells are involved in tissue renewal. 

It is important to acknowledge that all these processes such as development, steady-state 

maintenance, and repair are different and involve different physiological factors, and hence, it is 

likely that epithelial stem cells and progenitor may behave differently in these three processes. 

Basal cells are considered well-established and well accepted stem cells of the 

tracheobronchial region (Figure 3A). Basal cells have the capacity to self-renew as well as 

differentiate into ciliated and secretory cells during postnatal development, steady state, and repair. 

Figure 3. Endogenous Lung Stem Cells. The different lung stem cells shown in their respective 
regions; (A) Tracheobronchial region, (B) intralobar airways and (C) BADJ. Basal cells in A, Clara 
cells in A and B, BASCs in C. (From Kidiyoor et al, Gene and Cell Therapy, 4th Edition) 
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There are numerous in vitro and in vivo studies to support this hypothesis. In in vitro air–liquid 

interface and 3-D cultures of sorted basal cells based on Keratin 5 expression  (Krt5+), single basal 

cells can generate colonies containing basal, intermediate, ciliated, and secretory cells [57, 58]. In 

vivo, the use of two lineage labeling techniques demonstrated the regenerative potential of basal 

cells. The first used the Keratin 14 (Krt14)-CreER transgene to label the subset of basal cells that 

expressed Krt14 [59, 60]. As previously mentioned, Krt14 expression is upregulated upon injury, 

and hence, the regenerative potential of these cells is more pronounced after injury compared to 

during steady state. Using this technique, researchers demonstrated that after naphthalene injury, 

the number of Krt14+ basal cells drastically increases and contributes toward the generation of 

basal, ciliated, and secretory cell types. It is not clear whether all basal cells possess the same self-

renewal and differential potential as some basal cells only produced basal cell colonies, and some 

only produced ciliated cell colonies [60]. Similar results were seen using the Krt14-CreER lineage 

tracing method during steady-state lung tissue maintenance [61]. As Krt14 represents a subset of 

basal cells, some groups have made use of the Krt5-CreER allele for lineage labeling of basal cells, 

which is more representative of the basal cell population. Similar to Krt5+ basal cells, Krt14+ 

basal cells were able to self-renew and give rise to ciliated as well as secretory cells in postnatal 

development, steady state, and repair (SO2 exposure) [58]. There are very few resident if any basal 

cells in the terminal bronchioles of human lungs. There is evidence to suggest that these rare basal 

cells contribute toward regeneration of the Bronchoalveolar Duct Junction (BADJ) region [62]. 

Tumor Protein 63 expressing (Tp63+) basal cells were not observed in the terminal bronchioles of 

normal mouse lungs (steady state), but within a few days after infection with the H1N1 influenza 

virus, there was a drastic increase in the numbers of Tp63+ cells and Clara cells in the terminal 

bronchioles. The Clara cells were found to contribute toward regeneration of the bronchiole 
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epithelium. The number of Tp63+ cells in the terminal bronchiole fluctuated post-infection. This 

could be explained by the clustering of Tp63+ cells around the terminal bronchioles, Tp63+ basal 

cells formed epithelial pod-like structures that were found in between terminal bronchioles rather 

than in the terminal bronchioles. These pods consisted of rapidly proliferating Tp63+ Krt5+ cells 

that gave rise to alveoli-like structures budding from the terminal bronchioles. The Tp63+ basal 

cells did not behave the same way after bleomycin-induced injury, indicating that the injury type 

dictates the stem/progenitor population involved in repair. The origin of the Tp63+ basal cells that 

were observed after injury is unknown, it has been postulated that the rare Tp63+ basal cells in the 

terminal bronchioles proliferated or that epithelial cells in that region gave rise to Tp63+ basal 

cells or that Tp63+ cells from the proximal airways (from trachea or main stem bronchi) migrated 

toward injured site.  

Clara cells are one of the major types of differentiated columnar epithelial cells lining the 

trachea. They are dome-shaped cells, which have dense granules filled with secretory proteins, 

predominantly Secretoglobin family 1A member 1 (Scgb1a1). Clara cells with cytochrome P450 

expression are susceptible to compounds such as naphthalene, that generate toxic products after 

being metabolized, these Clara cells are considered non-variant. There is a smaller population of 

Clara cells that do not express P450 and are hence resistant to naphthalene injury, considered 

variant. There is evidence that upon certain types of injury (not naphthalene induced) that 

depletes/damages ciliated cells, Clara cells rather than basal cells contribute toward the 

replacement of ciliated cells [71]. A subset of Scgb1a1+ Clara cells in the trachea can self-renew 

and differentiate into ciliated cells during postnatal growth, steady state, and repair, although the 

extent of self-renewal varies. It is possible for Scgb1a1+ Clara cells to give rise to basal cells 

during postnatal growth and repair [13]. Clara cells are thought of as transit-amplifying progenitors 
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and basal cells as the reserve pool of stem cells in the trachea, main bronchi and bronchioles. There 

is not much evidence that ciliated cells can proliferate in response to injury or differentiate into 

any other cell type. There are reports that the mucus/goblet cells that appear after allergen exposure 

in the trachea and main stem bronchi arise from trans differentiation of Clara cells or ciliated cells 

as the new cells have cilia and mucus containing vesicles [72–74]. There is also evidence that in 

inflammatory conditions (in response to IL-13), Clara cells undergo reversible metaplasia into 

SAM Pointed Domain Containing ETS Transcription Factor (Spdef) expressing goblet/mucus cells 

[60]. When Clara cells (variant and nonvariant) are repeatedly depleted by using diphtheria toxin, 

there is no regeneration of the intralobar airways, resulting in fibrosis [80]. Clara cells do not give 

rise to alveolar cells upon alveolar damage [79], indicating that the differentiation potential of 

variant Scgb1a1+ Clara cells includes ciliated and secretory cell types but not alveolar cells (Figure 

3A & B). 

The region where the smallest terminal bronchioles end and lead into the numerous alveoli 

is known as the BADJ. A subpopulation of cells (~10% of alveolar cells) was observed in the 

BADJ that expressed both Scgb1a1 (the Clara cell marker) and Surfactant Protein C (Sftpc, the 

type II AEC marker) known as Bronchioalveolar Stem Cells (BASCs) (Figure 3C) as these cells 

can generate both bronchial as well as alveolar cells in vitro [81].  

The epithelium in the alveoli is mainly composed of type I and type II AECs.  There is 

evidence to support that type II AECs can give rise to type I AECs. When the Sftpc expressing 

cells were traced in a Sftpc-CreER knockin mouse, it was found that these cells did proliferate and 

give rise to type I and type II AECs during steady state and repair, although the proliferation and 

conversion rate increase during repair. The exact mechanism by which type II AECs give rise to 

type I AECs is not known. [81,83].  
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Limitations 

There are several limitations that must be considered before inducing the activation of endogenous 

lung stem cells as a form of in vivo repair: 1) Injury type seems to dictate the activation of one 

endogenous lung stem cell over another, and most of them have restricted differentiation potential 

i.e. region-specific and hence generate epithelial cells found in a certain region of the respiratory 

system, 2) Phenotypic characterization of these endogenous lung stem cells has been limited as 

most of the markers that define a phenotype are not specific to lung stem cells such as Krt5 which 

is not only expressed by basal cells in the lung but by all basal epithelial cells. In addition, several 

markers such as Tp63, Sftpc and Scgb1a1 are intracellular proteins and cannot be used to sort these 

endogenous stem cells by common cell sorting techniques, 3) Limited in vivo studies have been 

conducted to trace these stem cells and these results need to be reproducible and expanded to gain 

a better understanding of them and 4) Most of the knowledge about lung development, and 

endogenous lung stem cells comes from in vivo experiments using mice. The results from these 

studies are being extrapolated to humans, though it is yet to be explored in humans. 

1.4.2. Stem cells in the developing lung  

All the epithelial cells of the adult lung are derived from the embryonic endoderm. During the 

pseudoglandular stage the cells in the tips of the buds are considered highly proliferative 

multipotent progenitors [15]. The multipotent lung bud tip progenitor gives rise to region-

specific proximal progenitors and distal progenitors which continue to divide and populate the 

proximal and distal tubules respectively at the canalicular and saccular stages, giving rise to all 

the different lung epithelial cell types. These distal progenitors give rise to the AEC1 and AEC2 

cells. An Id2-CreER knockin allele mouse model which allowed lineage tracing of Inhibitor of 

Differentiation 2 (Id2)-expressing cells, show that between E11.5 and E13.5, these cells gave rise 
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to Clara, ciliated, and Neuro Endocrine (NE) cells as well as to AEC1 and AEC2 [63]. Id2 

encodes a transcription factor that is specifically expressed by distal epithelial cells throughout 

prenatal lung development but is largely switched off after birth. However, at E17.5, the Id2-

expressing cells only populated the alveoli.  

The distribution of airway epithelial cells differs along the proximal axis to distal axis. The 

epithelium of the proximal airways (trachea and main bronchi) is pseudostratified and is mainly 

populated with columnar epithelial cells, ciliated cells, and secretory Clara cells. Basal cells appear 

in a discontinuous fashion along the base of the pseudostratified epithelium. Innervated NE cells 

also appear infrequently in the proximal airways as single cells. The Submucous Glands (SMG) 

bud and branch off from the surface epithelium (SE) in the trachea soon after birth [64, 65]. The 

epithelium in the SMGs is continuous with the luminal epithelium consisting of basal cells, 

mucous-producing cells, and ciliated cells. On the other hand, in the distal airways (small bronchi 

and bronchioles), the distribution of the epithelium is such that Clara cells outnumber the ciliated 

cells, and there are a few basal cells and clusters of NE cells. The number of basal cells decreases 

in a proximal to distal fashion down the respiratory tree. The alveoli that are in the most distal 

region of the lung consist of type I and type II AECs. Mature type I cells are flat and thin-walled 

cells, which provide a conducive surface for transfer of oxygen and carbon dioxide between 

underlying capillaries and the alveolar space. Type I cells are characterized by Aquaporin 5 (Aq5) 

and Podoplanin (Pdpn) expression. Mature type II cells are cuboidal and contain lamellar bodies 

packed with surfactants (most notably surfactant C, Sftpc) and lipids. 

Limitations 
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The multipotent lung bud progenitor has not been well characterized in vitro or in vivo. Preliminary 

studies suggest the presence of such a progenitor during lung development in mice but we are 

unaware if a similar counterpart is present in human developing lungs.  

1.4.3. Stem cell therapies 

Stem cell therapy is a promising approach for the treatment of many diseases due to their self-

renewal ability, multipotent capacity and anti-inflammatory properties. Embryonic Stem Cells 

(ESCs) are a potential cell source for cell therapy for PF as they can differentiate into lung 

epithelial cell types such as type I and II alveolar epithelial cells [66, 67]. Similarly Induced 

Pluripotent Stem Cells (iPSCs) obtained by reprogramming dermal fibroblasts into cells with ESC-

like properties, can also be differentiated into lung epithelial cell types [68]. ESC and iPSC-derived 

lung epithelial cells have been administered in vivo, with some success. These cells form lung-like 

structures when connected to a viable blood source in vivo [69] but have not been used to study 

the effect of these cells when given as cell therapy for IPF in vivo. In addition, due to their cancer 

cell-like properties of increased proliferation, these cells run the risk of forming tumors or 

teratomas in vivo. 

Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) and other stem cells types such as perinatal stem cells 

also have potential for the treatment of PF [70-73] with both cell types currently being used in 

clinical trials for treatment of several pulmonary diseases including PF [74]. Although these stem 

cells improve lung function and survival when transplanted in mouse models of PF, it is not clear 

if these cells will have a beneficial effect in the later stages of PF as the mechanism of action 

appears to be anti-inflammatory.  

Mouse models of PF replicate the earliest stages of PF in humans; injury to the epithelium, 

initiation of wound healing response and formation of fibroblastic foci. At this stage, various stem 
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cell therapies have been found to be beneficial due to their anti-inflammatory properties, resulting 

in the prevention of inflammation to the epithelium, mitigating the progression of fibrosis. The 

later stages of PF in humans is characterized by extensive matrix remodeling, loss of alveolar type 

I cells, hyperplasia of alveolar type II cells, collapse of alveolar structures, accumulation of 

fibroblastic foci and a chronic and progressive fibrotic environment. Cell therapies given at this 

stage of disease progression would be unlikely to provide any long-term benefits on lung 

physiology wherein there is established fibrosis in the lungs.  

Limitations 

Cell therapy with differentiated or undifferentiated stem cells including ESCs, iPSCs, MSCs and 

perinatal stem cells has the potential to cause an immune rejection in the recipients. In addition, 

very few donor stem cells can be found systemically after administration and fewer still engraft 

into the host tissue, greatly reducing the effect these cells in tissue regeneration. 

 
1.5. RATIONALE & AIMS 

Reprogramming approaches make use of target cell type-specific transcription factors that are 

essential for the development of that cell type. Expression of key developmental transcription 

factors activate downstream signaling pathways and result in the reprogramming of one cell type 

directly into a mature cell or progenitor phenotype of a different lineage. These factors are 

considered master regulators of target cell development; Forkhead box A3 (FOXA3), Hepatocyte 

Nuclear Factor 1 Alpha (HNF1A) and Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor 4 Alpha (HNF4A) are essential 

transcription factors involved in liver development and function and have been induced in human 

fibroblasts to reprogram them into mature hepatocyte-like cells [75].  

Transcription factors that are master regulators can be identified during the early stages of 

development of the target cell or tissue type of interest. Pluripotent stem cells such as ESCs have 
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the potential to give rise to cell types from all three germ layers. Researchers have exploited ESCs 

to understand development of various cell types and tissues. Numerous groups have demonstrated 

the development of lung epithelium from ESCs in vitro by activating signaling pathways that are 

observed in embryonic lung development [69, 76, 77]. The resulting cell population represents a 

heterogeneous population of mature lung epithelial cells, expressing markers of a variety of mature 

lung epithelial cell types. Lung epithelial cells are endodermally derived in a step-wise manner 

during embryonic lung development; the definitive endoderm is specified soon after gastrulation, 

the anterior foregut endoderm arises from the definitive endoderm and folds to form the foregut 

tube, which is then patterned along the ventral-dorsal and anterior-posterior axes. These events 

lead to the specification of the lung field; the endodermally derived lung epithelial cells at this 

stage are believed to be multipotent lung progenitors which have the capacity to give rise to 

multiple lung epithelial cell types [77]. Once the lung field or lung endoderm is specified, 

differentiation of the multipotent lung progenitors into the different lung epithelial cell types takes 

place. Although researchers have used this knowledge to differentiate ESCs into mature lung 

epithelial cell types in vitro in a step-wise manner, most of these studies focus on the end stage 

generation of mature lung epithelial cells. Little is known about the phenotype of the less mature 

multipotent lung progenitors. A better understanding of the signaling pathways that regulate 

multipotency and specify lung lineage will assist in the development of new treatments for lung 

disease. Our goal is to identify key regulators of this multipotent lung progenitor cell type, 

which could function as reprogramming factors to induce mature lung fibroblasts into lung 

progenitors. By mimicking embryonic lung development with ESCs we can study the generation 

of lung progenitors and identify lung lineage-specific transcription factors that could reprogram 

fibroblasts into lung progenitors. 
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Direct reprogramming strategies often clone transcription factors into viral expression 

systems used in various combinations to reprogram fibroblasts. By process of elimination, the 

non-essential transcription factors are dropped and the combination of essential transcription 

factors is determined. Instead of picking transcription factors from literature that have been 

reported to be involved in target cell development and using the trial and error method to find the 

right combination of essential reprogramming transcription factors as other groups have done, 

we propose a novel approach to identifying target cell transcription factors. Differentiating ESC 

towards lung epithelial cell types through a multipotent lung progenitor stage allows the 

identification of transcription factors at this stage that may be involved in the generation of 

multipotent lung progenitors. We are interested in characterizing the multipotent lung progenitor 

stage and not a mature lung epithelial type phenotype for 2 reasons: 1) the lung parenchyma is 

not restricted to one epithelial cell type. There many different lung epithelial cell types and 

reprogramming fibroblasts to only one lung epithelial cell type would not be beneficial for our 

application as pulmonary fibrosis affects all the lower airway epithelial structures. 2) By 

reprogramming to a lung progenitor stage, we are ensuring that it is at an early enough stage in 

lung development that they will behave like stem cells/progenitors capable of giving rise to 

multiple lung epithelial cell types, but are also committed in lung development to be specified for 

the lung lineage. This reprogrammed cell would be beneficial in restoring spatial structures and 

matrix remodeling that is disrupted in pulmonary fibrosis by giving rise to lower airway 

epithelial cell types. We plan to use primary human fibroblasts isolated from lung biopsies of PF 

patients for reprogramming as this is clinically relevant. Starting with a clinically relevant cell 

type for reprogramming eliminates the need for identification and testing of species-specific 

target cell transcription factors; Huang et al., initially identified a combination of 3 transcription 
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factors GATA binding protein 4 (Gata4), Hnf1α and Foxa3 for reprogramming mouse fibroblasts 

to hepatocyte-like cells [78] but the same combination of transcription factors was not capable of 

generating hepatocyte-like cells from human fibroblasts and they had to screen once more to 

determine which transcription factors are essential for reprogramming [75]. In addition, most 

reprogramming approaches make use of fetal fibroblasts for reprogramming which again is not 

as clinically relevant to the field of regenerative medicine [75, 79]. PF usually arises in older 

individuals and by using mature adult human fibroblasts we ensure the rapid clinical translation 

of this research. We hypothesize that lung lineage-specific transcription factors can reprogram 

primary human fibroblasts into lung progenitors. The advantage of this approach is we are 

directly reprogramming into a lung progenitor stage that can give rise to multiple lung epithelial 

cell types. 

Accordingly, the specific aims are as follows, presented as separate chapters in this document: 

Aim 1: Step-wise differentiation of ESCs towards lung epithelial progenitors will facilitate the 

identification of key transcription factors that drive the generation of a lung progenitor 

phenotype. 

Aim 2: Activation of key transcriptional pathways using lung lineage-specific transcription factors 

identified in Aim 1, will induce lung fibroblasts into lung progenitors in vitro. 
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ABSTRACT 

The current theory in lung development supports the presence of highly proliferative Multipotent 

Lung Bud Progenitors (MLBP) in the lung bud tips at the pseudoglandular stage of lung 

development that can give rise to all the different airway and alveolar lung epithelial cell types. 

These cells are yet to be characterized due to the unavailability of human fetal tissue at the early 

stages of lung development. To circumvent this, our approach is to characterize the phenotype of 

lung stem cells/progenitors derived from human Embryonic Stem Cells (hESCs) in vitro. hESCs 

were differentiated towards lung epithelial cells in a step-wise manner mimicking embryonic lung 

development. The gene and protein expression profile of hESC-derived cells indicate successful 

differentiation to lung epithelial cells. Further characterization of the hESC-derived lung 

progenitors by PCR, microarray and IF analyses suggest an immature lung phenotype expressing 

both early markers of lung development (NKX2.1, GATA6, FOXA1, FOXA2, SOX2 and SOX9) 

as well as more mature markers of lung development (CFTR and TP63). The same developmental 

programs were activated in the hESC-derived lung progenitor cells as in early human fetal lung. 

This is the first report to examine the developmental program in hESC-derived lung progenitors. 
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Significance statement:  

This is the first study to show the same developmental programs activated in hESC-derived lung 

progenitors as in early human fetal lung, indicating these cells as a possible model for studying 

MLBPs and the developmental program in lung endoderm, which are impossible to access during 

human fetal lung development due to ethical and moral concerns.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Lung development begins as early as E9 in mice and week 3 in humans, but the lung is not 

considered mature until after birth. The 5 main stages in lung development are embryonic, 

pseudoglandular, canalicular, saccular and alveolar. The lung buds can be observed at the end of 

the embryonic period, by E9.5 in mice and week 4 in humans [1, 2]. Around this time NK2 

Homeobox 1 (NKX2.1) expression can be detected in the developing lung buds. NKX2.1 is 

considered the master regulator of lung development although its expression is not restricted to the 

lungs. NKX2.1+ epithelial cells within the lung buds are believed to be Multi-potent Lung Bud 

Progenitors (MLBPs) capable of giving rise to the multiple lung epithelial lineages including basal 

cells, Clara cells, ciliated cells, goblet cells, type I and II alveolar cells [1, 3]. In mice, MLBPs can 

be identified during development and in response to injury. In humans, this task is next to 

impossible, this would require isolating cells from human embryonic and fetal lungs at a specific 

time points to assess their differentiation capacity which would violate ethical and moral concerns. 

Hence, the current knowledge about MLBPs and lung progenitors derived from MLBPs in humans 

is extrapolated from mouse studies [1, 4]. 

During the pseudoglandular stage, cells in the stalk of the branching lung buds express 

SRY-BOX 2 (SOX2) along with NKX2.1; these cells behave as proximal multipotent progenitors 

responsible for giving rise to the proximal lung epithelial lineages; basal cells, Clara cells, ciliated 

cells and goblet cells. The cells in the tip of the lung bud are found to co-express NKX2.1 and 

SRY-BOX 9 (SOX9) and are distal multipotent progenitors which have the potential to give rise 

to the distal lung epithelial lineages; Clara cells, type I and II alveolar cells as seen in mice  [1, 5, 

6]. The proximal and distal multipotent progenitors continue to differentiate and mature during the 

later stages within the developing lung.  
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In the adult lung, there are region specific stem cells responsible for regenerating the 

epithelium in the region they are located. These cells are believed to maintain epithelial 

populations in different regions of the lung during homeostasis and in response to injury, although 

there is some controversy regarding the extent. These stem cells have restricted differentiation 

potential; Clara cells can give rise to ciliated and goblet cells [7], similarly Bronchoalveolar Stem 

Cells (BASC) found in the Bronchoalveolar Duct Junction (BADJ) express both Secretoglobin 

Family 1A Member 1 (SCGB1A1) and Surfactant Protein C (SFTPC) protein and are thought to 

give rise to bronchial and epithelial lineages including type II Alveolar Epithelial Cells (AECs) 

[4]. Basal cells expressing Keratin 5 (KRT5) and Tumor Protein 63 (TP63) are the most 

comparable to the NKX2.1+ MLBPs present during lung development as these cells are multi-

potent and have been found to give rise to Clara cells, ciliated cells, goblet cells, neuroendocrine 

cells and some reports suggest type II AECs in response to injury [4, 8]. There exists no single 

multi-potent progenitor identifiable in the adult lung that can give rise to all the lung epithelial 

lineages.  

In recent years, great advances have been made in exploiting the differentiation capacity 

of embryonic and Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells (iPSCs) for disease modeling and as cell therapy 

in addition to furthering our understanding about embryonic and fetal development. Multiple lung 

epithelial phenotypes can now be derived from pluripotent cells [9-13]. The earlier work made use 

of embryoid body formation, which was inefficient and generated cells with distal epithelial 

markers [13]. In addition, most differentiation protocols rely on mouse feeder cells for pluripotent 

stem cell culture, which introduces variability between cultures and reduces the reproducibility of 

the experiments. The more recent experiments have moved away from this by culturing pluripotent 

stem cells on feeder-free MatrigelTM under defined media conditions. The most efficient generation 
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of lung epithelial cells has come from studies that closely mimic embryonic lung development 

with the use of defined factors added in a stepwise manner. The differentiated cell populations are 

heterogeneous and express markers of mature epithelial lineages without much functionality. A 

recent report describes the generation of Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane conductance Regulator 

(CFTR) expressing lung epithelial cells from Embryonic Stem Cells (ESCs) [10]. The resultant 

cells show CFTR function and hold great promise for cell therapy and disease modeling for cystic 

fibrosis. This protocol generates a heterogeneous population of immature proximal epithelial 

lineages including ciliated cells, goblet cells and basal cells. Here we describe a modified protocol 

for the generation of proximal as well as distal epithelial cells from hESCs generated in a step-

wise fashion. Using this protocol, we generated ~90% NKX2.1+FOXA2+ immature lung 

progenitors that have a similar developmental profile to human fetal lung. This is the first report 

to examine the developmental program in hESC-derived lung progenitors. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Embryonic stem cell differentiation towards lung 

The cell line H9 human Embryonic Stem Cells (hESCs) were used for all differentiation 

experiments (kindly provided by Dr. Steve Walker’s group). MatrigelTM (Corning, MA) was used 

at a ratio of 1:60 with DMEM/F12 coating medium. H9 cells were maintained in mTeSR1 media 

(STEMCELL Technologies, Canada) on MatrigelTM coated plates. For ESC differentiation, the 

cells were harvested by accutase (STEMCELL Technologies, Canada) treatment. The cells were 

plated on MatrigelTM coated 12-well plates and maintained in mTeSR1 media with 10uM ROCK 

inhibitor (STEMCELL Technologies, Canada) overnight. The STEMdiff Definitive endoderm kit 

(DE kit; STEMCELL Technologies, Canada) was used as per manufacturer’s instructions to 

generate definitive endoderm cells. For the subsequent stages of differentiation, Definitive 

Endoderm Basal Medium (DEBM; STEMCELL Technologies, Canada) was used with the 

addition of different sets of growth factors as indicated in Figure 1A. For the final stage of 

differentiation, cells at D25 were collected with accutase and transferred onto a 0.4um collagen 

type IV coated transwell membranes (24 well plate inserts, BD Technologies, NC) or air-lifted. B-

ALI growth media (LONZA, Switzerland) was added to the apical and basal sides of inserts for 

the first 5 days after which B-ALI differentiation media (LONZA, Switzerland) was added only to 

basal side for 30 days or more with media changes every 2-3 days. 

Real-time PCR  

Total RNA from samples was isolated using Qiazol reagent (Qiagen, Germany) and RNase Mini 

kit (Qiagen, Germany). Qiazol was used for harvesting and homogenization while RNase kit was 

used for clean-up and RNA extraction. cDNA was made from sample RNA using the High 

Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcriptase kit (Applied Biosystems, CA) according to the 
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manufacturer’s instructions. Quantitative real-time PCR was performed with Taqman gene 

expression assays (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA) for amplification of genes on the Applied 

Biosystems 7300 Real Time PCR System.  

Immunofluoresence 

Cells in 12-well plates or transwells membranes were fixed in 4% PFA for 10 min, permeabilized 

with 0.2% Triton-X 100 for 15 min, blocked with Dako Protein Block solution (Dako, CA) for 30 

min, incubated o/n with primary antibodies at 40C. Cells were incubated with secondary antibodies 

the next day for 30 mins, DAPI for 3 mins and kept in PBS for imaging. Between each step, the 

cells were washed 3 times with PBS.  

Microarray analysis 

Expression data of isolated RNA from n=3 at Day 0, Day 15 and Day 20 stages of hESC 

differentiation and whole fetal lung tissue was generated with the HumanHT-12 v4 Expression 

BeadChip (Illumina, Inc., CA). Bead chips were scanned with HiScan Reader (Illumina, Inc., CA). 

The R package Affy [14] was selected for the data preprocessing including background correction 

and quartile normalization. The Principal Component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical clustering 

analysis were performed using the R scripts. Limma (linear models for microarray data) package 

[15] was employed to identify differentially expressed genes between D15vsD0, D20vsD0 or 

FLvsD0. Fold-change > 2 and Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p value < 0.05 were regarded as the 

criteria for differential expression.  

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) 

The canonical pathway feature of Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA, Ingenuity Systems Inc., 

Redwood City, CA) was used to identify the enriched pathways and function terms in each group 
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consisting of differentially expressed genes between D15vsD0, D20vsD0, FLvsD0, DLCS, or 

common genes upregulated between the 3 comparison groups. 

Gene ontology 

Gene sets were assessed for overrepresentation of specific bioontologic attributes using DAVID 

6.8 (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov) [16, 17]. These attributes encompass gene ontologies, 

sequence motifs, protein domains, and biomolecular pathways. To simplify the result, only gene 

ontologies attributes were chosen. An attribute is considered significant if its Expression Analysis 

Systematic Explorer (EASE) score (Fisher exact test P value) is less than 0.05 relative to an 

appropriate background gene set. 
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RESULTS 

Protocol for generation of lung epithelial cells  

hESCs were differentiated into lung epithelial cells as previously described [9, 10]. We modified 

the protocol to achieve optimal generation of lung progenitors as described later (Figure 1A&B). 

Figure 1. Modified differentiation protocol for generating ESC-derived lung epithelial cells. (A) 
Schematic of step-wise differentiation stages corresponding to days of differentiation. The growth 
factors used for each stage of differentiation are listed above. FGF- Fibroblast Growth Factor, SHH- 
Sonic Hedgehog, BMP- Bone Morphogenetic Protein, RA- Retinoic Acid, CHIR 99021- WNT agonist, 
BEGM- Bronchial Epithelial Growth Media, B-ALI- Bronchial Air-Liquid Interface media, Air-lift- 
cells are placed in transwell membrane insert, media is only supplemented on the apical side of 
membrane. (B) Representative light microscope images of cells at stages of differentiation. 10X 
objective lens (scale bar- 500um) for all images except the last which is 40X oil-immersed objective 
(scale bar- 50um). (C) Confocal images of OCC, CFTR co-staining (top panel), SCGB1A1 and SFTPC 
co-staining (bottom panel) on D60+ cells. OCC- red, CFTR- green, SCGB1A1-green and SFTPC- red. 
40X magnification, scale bar- 50um. 
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To confirm successful differentiation towards mature lung epithelial cells, expression of mature 

lung proteins was detected at the final stage of differentiation (D60+ cells) by Immunofluorescence 

and Confocal Microscopy. hESC-derived D60+ cells co-express Occludin (OCC) [18], a marker 

of epithelial cells and CFTR, a marker often expressed by lung epithelial cells [4] (Figure 1C). In 

addition, the cells at this stage express SCGB1A1, a marker of Clara cells and SFTPC, a marker 

of type II AECs [18]. Interestingly, most hESC-derived D60+ cells co-express SCGB1A1 and 

SFTPC, a phenotype observed in BASCs [4]. Our modified protocol generates a mix of both 

proximal and distal lung epithelial lineages unlike previous protocols [9-13]. The co-expression of 

SCGB1A1 and SFTPC suggest the generation of less mature lung epithelial cells. The 

characteristic gene expression at each stage of differentiation was assessed by Q-PCR. The first 

step in modifying the differentiation protocol involved using the Definitive Endoderm kit (DE kit) 

from StemCell Technologies for the generation of definitive endoderm instead of adding the 

growth factors WNT3A and Activin to KnockOut DMEM with KnockOut serum replacement 

(standard basal media for all differentiation steps) [9]. Higher expression of the definitive 

endoderm genes FOXA2, SOX17 and GATA binding protein 6 (GATA6) was observed with DE 

kit usage (Figure 2, top panel, left) than with KnockOut DMEM with growth factors (data not 

shown). Similarly, when basal media from the DE kit (DEBM) was used for generation of foregut 

endoderm (D10) from definitive endoderm (D5), we observed higher expression of the foregut 

markers NKX2.1 and FOXA2 (Figure 2, top panel, left) compared to standard basal media (data 

not shown). We chose to keep the DEBM as the basal media for our successive differentiation 

steps due to its superiority over standard basalmedia. At D15 of differentiation, hESC-derived cells 

express early lung markers such as Inhibitor of Differentiation 2 (ID2), Forkhead box A1 (FOXA1) 

and SOX9 (Figure 2, second panel). In addition, cells at this stage express TP63 (Figure 2, third 
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panel, left), a basal cell transcription factor suggesting a population of cells with lung stem 

Figure 2. Gene expression during ESC-differentiation. Cells were collected at each stage of 
differentiation, RNA isolated, cDNA generated and used for Q-PCR. D0 cells correspond to 
undifferentiated ESC colonies, D5 to definitive endoderm cells and so on. Fetal lung was used as a 
positive control for expression of lung epithelium markers, adult pancreas and adult thyroid were used 
as positive controls for PDX1 and PAX8 respectively. All gene expression was normalized to GAPDH 
and expressed relative to D0 gene expression. SOX- SRY-Box 2, FOX- Forkhead Box, NKX2.1- NK2 
Homeobox 1, GATA6- GATA Binding Protein 6, ID2- Inhibitor of Differentiation 2, TP63- Tumor 
Protein 63, KRT5- Keratin 5, CFTR- Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance Regulator, 
MUC5AC- Mucin 5AC, AQ5- Aquaporin 5, CDX2- Caudal Homeobox, PDX1- Pancreatic and 
Duodenal Homeobox 1, PAX8- Paired Box 8. 
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cell/progenitor status. By D60, markers of lung epithelial lineages are observed; SCGB1A1, 

SFTPC, Aquaporin 5 (AQP5, type I AEC), FOXJ1 (ciliated cells), Mucin 5AC (MUC5AC, 

goblet/mucous cell), CFTR, KRT5 and TP63 (both are basal cell markers) supporting our 

observation that the protocol favors the generation of proximal and distal lung phenotypes (Figure 

2, third and fourth panel). Expression of markers characteristic to hindgut endoderm, pancreatic 

lineage and thyroid lineage were assessed throughout differentiation to confirm that our protocol 

was favoring the lung lineage. Caudal Type Homeobox 2 (CDX2) expression can be observed in 

hESC-derived cells from D10-D20, and by D60+, there is little to no expression of CDX2. This is 

not uncommon in the early stages of endoderm development. A similar pattern can be observed 

with Pancreatic and Duodenal Homeobox 1 (PDX1) and Paired Box 8 (PAX8); although there is 

some expression of these genes during the early stages of differentiation, by D60+ it is negligible. 

Taken together, these results indicate successful differentiation of hESC into lung epithelial cells 

in a step-wise manner using our modified protocol. 

hESC-derived D15 cells express markers of early lung development 

Our focus is on characterizing the lung progenitor population, therefore we chose to assess protein 

expression of early lung development markers on hESC-derived D15 cells by 

immunofluorescence, as D15 cells correspond to the early stages in lung development (bud 

formation and elongation stage). D15 cells express the early lung marker NKX2.1 (~90%) in 

addition to other endoderm markers GATA6 (~75%), FOXA1 (~30%) and FOXA2 (~90%) 

(Figure 3A). Though there is no known phenotype to the MLBPs thought to be present during 

embryonic lung development, cells co-expressing NKX2.1 and FOXA2 are being considered as 

lung progenitors [1, 19]. When we co-stained for expression of NKX2.1 and other endoderm/early 

lung markers, we observed co-expression of NKX2.1 with FOXA2, SOX2 (proximal lung 
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progenitor marker), SOX9 (distal lung progenitor marker), CFTR, Integrin beta 4 (B4, lung 

Figure 3. Protein expression of hESC-derived D15 cells. (A) hESC-derived D15 cells fixed and 
stained with NKX2.1 and FOXA2 anti-bodies.  Single channel for each fluorescent marker and overlay 
of channels shown. Images taken at 20X magnification, scale bar- 50um. Arrows in red channel 
(NKX2.1) indicate cells with punctate staining in the nucleus whereas other cells express an overall 
staining of the nucleus. Inset shows co-localization of NKX2.1 and FOXA2 staining in cells. (B) hESC-
derived D15 cells fixed and stained with NKX2.1 and SOX9/TP63/CFTR/B4 antibodies. Images taken 
at 20X magnification, scale bar- 50um. Inset shows co-localization of NKX2.1 and other markers in 
cells as indicated by yellow arrows. 
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epithelial progenitor marker) and TP63 (Figure 3B)[20]. It is important to note that with our 

protocol we observe ~90% of hESC-derived D15 cells to be NKX2.1+FOXA2+ (Figure 3B, top 

panel), re-enforcing the robustness of our protocol in generation of lung progenitors. Co-

expression of NKX2.1 and SOX9 can be detected in ~70% of D15 cells while NKX2.1 and SOX2 

can be detected in ~30% of D15 cells indicating a preference towards the generation of distal lung 

progenitors with our protocol. Interestingly we observed moderate CFTR protein expression in 

D15 cells co-relating to the mRNA levels (Figure 3B, fourth panel). Though TP63 expression was 

high in D15 cells at the mRNA level, very few D15 cells were found to express the TP63 protein 

(Figure 3B, bottom panel). Protein expression at D15 indicates a unique lung progenitor phenotype 

based on expression of early lung progenitor markers-NKX2.1 and FOXA2, proximal lung 

progenitors- SOX2, distal lung progenitors- SOX9, lung epithelial cells-CFTR, broad early lung 

epithelial progenitors- B4 and basal cells- TP63.  

Transcriptome of hESC-derived lung progenitors 

To further characterize hESC-derived cells at the early stages of lung development, we collected 

RNA from cells at D0 (undifferentiated hESCs), D15 and D20 from three separate experiments 

along with RNA from human Fetal Lung (FL) tissue (24-26 week fetuses) from three separate 

biological specimens, to be used for microarray analysis. A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

was first done to determine the variation between the 12 samples. As D15 and D20 cells are derived 

from D0 cells (undifferentiated hESCs), we had expected these 3 groups to cluster together with 

low variation between groups, instead we found the 4 groups to be different from each other with 

very little variation between samples within groups (Figure 4A). D15 and D20 samples grouped 

together indicating an overlapping phenotype. To determine which genes are involved in lung 

development, we compared all significantly different genes found in each group against D0 cells; 
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D15vsD0, D20vsD0, FLvsD0 (comparison groups with both upregulated and downregulated 

genes). Next, each of these 3 comparison groups were examined to locate overlapping genes or 

genes common to all comparison groups (Figure 4B, Supplemental file 1). 

This resulted in 609 genes being expressed in all comparison groups and 679 genes being 

expressed only in D0 cells. Instead of focusing on genes solely, we decided to investigate the gene 

Figure 4. Gene expression compared between hESC-derived D0, D15 and D20 cells and fetal lung 
(FL). RNA from cells at D0, D15 and D20 as well as RNA from whole fetal lung tissue (24-26 week 
old fetuses) was used for microarray analysis. (A) Principal components analysis (PCA) of microarray 
data shows large variance in transcriptome of 4 different groups. (B) Venn diagram of the 3 comparison 
groups; D15vsD0, D20vsD0 and FLvsD0. (C) Heat map of all differentially expressed genes between 
the 4 groups, p<0.05. Genes implicated in lung development are indicated. (D) Top 10 transcription 
factors upregulated in D20vsD0 cells, p<0.05, Fold change>2. (E) Top 10 transcription factors 
downregulated in D20vsD0 cells, p<0.05, Fold change>2. 
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attributes for the common genes that were present and absent in the comparison groups vs D0 

(Table 1 and Table 2, Supplemental file 2 & 3).  

377 attributes were listed of which 250 were chosen, p value <0.05 (considered significant). 

The attributes were ordered by descending p values (most significant to less significant). Processes 

	

Term Count % p FE Benj FDR 

GO:0070062 extracellular exosome 128 27.234 0.000 1.848 0.000 0.000 

GO:0005925 focal adhesion 36 7.660 0.000 3.737 0.000 0.000 

GO:0005515 protein binding 290 61.702 0.000 1.287 0.000 0.000 

GO:0005615 extracellular space 71 15.106 0.000 2.139 0.000 0.000 

GO:0031012 extracellular matrix 27 5.745 0.000 3.702 0.000 0.000 

GO:0030198 extracellular matrix organization 21 4.468 0.000 4.155 0.000 0.000 

GO:0005201 extracellular matrix structural constituent 12 2.553 0.000 6.983 0.000 0.001 

GO:0000122 negative regulation of transcription from RNA 
polymerase II promoter 

42 8.936 0.000 2.262 0.002 0.003 

GO:0005604 basement membrane 12 2.553 0.000 6.165 0.000 0.005 

GO:0009986 cell surface 33 7.021 0.000 2.471 0.000 0.007 

GO:0016323 basolateral plasma membrane 17 3.617 0.000 3.833 0.001 0.014 

GO:0001822 kidney development 12 2.553 0.000 5.411 0.011 0.022 

GO:0045944 positive regulation of transcription from RNA 
polymerase II promoter 

49 10.426 0.000 1.937 0.009 0.025 

GO:0061626 pharyngeal arch artery morphogenesis 5 1.064 0.000 27.700 0.007 0.025 

GO:0003148 outflow tract septum morphogenesis 7 1.489 0.000 11.803 0.008 0.035 

GO:0007507 heart development 17 3.617 0.000 3.603 0.008 0.038 

GO:0005788 endoplasmic reticulum lumen 17 3.617 0.000 3.594 0.001 0.031 

GO:0007179 transforming growth factor beta receptor signaling 
pathway 

12 2.553 0.000 5.058 0.008 0.042 

GO:0042803 protein homodimerization activity 39 8.298 0.000 2.083 0.006 0.041 

GO:0005578 proteinaceous extracellular matrix 20 4.255 0.000 3.029 0.002 0.053 

GO:0016477 cell migration 16 3.404 0.000 3.607 0.011 0.070 

GO:0005737 cytoplasm 168 35.745 0.000 1.306 0.002 0.056 

GO:0005829 cytosol 116 24.681 0.000 1.420 0.001 0.059 

GO:0005913 cell-cell adherens junction 22 4.681 0.000 2.765 0.002 0.075 

GO:0007155 cell adhesion 28 5.957 0.000 2.366 0.016 0.109 

GO:0045893 positive regulation of transcription, DNA-templated 30 6.383 0.000 2.259 0.017 0.125 

GO:0030855 epithelial cell differentiation 10 2.128 0.000 5.540 0.016 0.130 

GO:0060412 ventricular septum morphogenesis 7 1.489 0.000 9.361 0.016 0.143 

GO:0001701 in utero embryonic development 16 3.404 0.000 3.318 0.019 0.181 

GO:0048306 calcium-dependent protein binding 9 1.915 0.000 6.050 0.017 0.160 

Table 1. Gene ontology of top 30 upregulated genes common to all groups.  
Gene ontology of 609 genes upregulated (input) in FLvsD0, D20vsD0 and D15vsD0. 377 attributes 
returned, attributes with p>0.05 were filtered out, 250 attributes remaining of which the top 30 
attributes are listed.  
Terms: Count- Number of genes involved in the specific term from input, %- Percentage of genes 
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involved in cell migration, cell differentiation, transcriptional activity, cell attachment and organ 

morphogenesis are among the top 30 significant attributes (Table 1). In addition, epithelial cell 

differentiation (Rank 27), lung alveolus development (Rank 142) and lung development (Rank 

152) (Supplemental file 2) are observed in the significant attributes.  

	

Term Count % p FE Benj FDR 

GO:0006364 rRNA processing 24 5.252 0.000 4.516 0.000 0.000 

GO:0035019 somatic stem cell population maintenance 12 2.626 0.000 7.434 0.000 0.001 

GO:0019083 viral transcription 15 3.282 0.000 5.393 0.000 0.001 

GO:0006260 DNA replication 17 3.720 0.000 4.417 0.001 0.003 

GO:0005730 nucleolus 44 9.628 0.000 2.171 0.001 0.004 

GO:0051301 cell division 25 5.470 0.000 2.876 0.003 0.013 

GO:0005654 nucleoplasm 98 21.444 0.000 1.488 0.006 0.049 

GO:0000082 G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle 12 2.626 0.000 4.737 0.014 0.076 

GO:0007067 mitotic nuclear division 19 4.158 0.000 3.085 0.013 0.083 

GO:0003723 RNA binding 30 6.565 0.000 2.269 0.045 0.099 

GO:0006614 SRP-dependent cotranslational protein targeting to 
membrane 

11 2.407 0.000 4.712 0.026 0.189 

GO:0006164 purine nucleotide biosynthetic process 5 1.094 0.000 16.779 0.033 0.268 

GO:0006096 glycolytic process 7 1.532 0.000 8.291 0.031 0.284 

GO:0008283 cell proliferation 22 4.814 0.000 2.421 0.056 0.571 

GO:0061621 canonical glycolysis 6 1.313 0.000 9.293 0.060 0.664 

GO:0006271 DNA strand elongation involved in DNA replication 5 1.094 0.000 13.423 0.058 0.695 

GO:0030687 preribosome, large subunit precursor 6 1.313 0.001 8.748 0.061 0.726 

GO:0005840 ribosome 13 2.845 0.001 3.311 0.051 0.807 

GO:0006413 translational initiation 12 2.626 0.001 3.527 0.080 1.041 

GO:0005515 protein binding 245 53.611 0.001 1.154 0.215 1.048 

GO:0000184 nuclear-transcribed mRNA catabolic process, 
nonsense-mediated decay 

11 2.407 0.001 3.722 0.091 1.280 

GO:0022625 cytosolic large ribosomal subunit 8 1.751 0.001 4.974 0.075 1.482 

GO:0007094 mitotic spindle assembly checkpoint 5 1.094 0.001 10.067 0.145 2.221 

GO:0006541 glutamine metabolic process 5 1.094 0.001 10.067 0.145 2.221 

GO:0046653 tetrahydrofolate metabolic process 4 0.875 0.002 16.107 0.164 2.686 

GO:0005524 ATP binding 54 11.816 0.003 1.494 0.486 4.250 

GO:0046872 metal ion binding 70 15.317 0.003 1.400 0.418 4.602 

GO:0004488 methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase (NADP+) 
activity 

3 0.656 0.003 31.031 0.374 4.955 

GO:0004477 methenyltetrahydrofolate cyclohydrolase activity 3 0.656 0.003 31.031 0.374 4.955 

GO:0004329 formate-tetrahydrofolate ligase activity 3 0.656 0.003 31.031 0.374 4.955 

Table 2. Gene ontology of top 30 downregulated genes common to all groups.  
Gene ontology of 679 genes downregulated (input) in FLvsD0, D20vsD0 and D15vsD0. 165 attributes 
returned, attributes with p>0.05 were filtered out, 105 attributes remaining of which the top 30 attributes 
are listed.  
Terms: Count- Number of genes involved in the specific term from input, %- Percentage of genes 
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A similar approach was taken with the 679 genes that were found to downregulated in 

FL/D20/D15vsD0. 165 attributes were listed of which 105 were significant (Supplemental file 3). 

As expected, among the top 30 are processes involved in somatic stem cell population 

maintenance, DNA replication, cell division, and metabolic pathways characteristic of stem cells 

(Table 2).  

We generated a heat map to visualize the differential expression of genes between the 4 

groups (Figure 4C). The genes were clustered based on the program algorithm into 46 clusters 

(Supplemental file 4). Based on literature in lung development, we identified various genes 

involved in lung development within our dataset (Bone Morphogenetic Protein 4-BMP4, GLIS 

Family Zinc Finger 3-GLIS3, Hairy and Enhancer of Split-1-HES1, SOX9, Solute Carrier Family 

16 Member 3-SLC16A3, Krüppel-like factor 4-KLF4, HNF1B, Catenin delta 2-CTNND2, Prospero 

homeobox 1-PROX1, ID1/2/3, Cyclin D1-CCND1, c-JUN, Tumor Protein p53-Inducible Nuclear 

Protein 1-TP53INP1, FOXA1/2, AT-Rich Interaction Domain 5B-ARID5B, Apoliporotein A-II 

precursor-APOA2 and Albumin-ALB) [1, 9, 12, 19, 21] (indicated in Figure 4C). The Hepatocyte 

Nuclear Factors HNF1b, HNF3a (also known as FOXA1) and HNF3b (also known as FOXA2) are 

upregulated in D15 and D20 cells compared to D0 similar to FLvsD0. These factors play a role in 

endoderm development early on during embryogenesis. FOXA1 and FOXA2 are well known 

transcriptional regulators of lung development thought to be expressed by early lung progenitors 

[1].  

Further analysis of the top transcriptional factors upregulated in D0 compared to D15 and 

D20 cells revealed genes involved in stem cell maintenance such as SOX2, POU Class 5 

Homeobox 1-POU5F1 (also known as OCT4), POU5F1B and NANOG. Additionally, 

Orthodenticle Homeobox 2 (OTX2) a forebrain marker was also found to be within the top 10 
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transcription factors (Figure 4D). Conversely the top transcription factors that were upregulated 

in D15 and D20 cells compared to D0 were factors involved in lung development including 

FOXA1, FOXA2, ARID5B, GLIS3, Hematopoietically-expressed Homeobox protein (HHEX) [19, 

22, 23], KLF2 [24], Meis Homeobox 1/2 (MEIS1/2) [23, 25], Homeobox A5/B5 (HOXA5/B5) 

[22, 26], Nuclear Factor I genes (NFIB) [19, 27] and NFIX [25, 28], and GATA5 [29, 30] (Figure 

4E). NFIB expression is essential for lung development, and NFIX, MEIS1/2 are its downstream 

targets. In addition, the downstream targets of FOXA1/2 signaling- CCAAT/Enhancer Binding 

Protein A/D (CEBPA/D), TGF-B/BMP signaling- SMAD6, WNT signaling- Transcription Factor 

21 (TCF21) were also expressed confirming their role in lung development [21, 31]. Genes 

loosely tied to lung development are expressed as well; ISL lim homeobox 1 (ISL1) which is 

thought to play a role during the early stages of endoderm development [32], Endothelial PAS 

domain protein 1 (EPAS1) which is essential for oxygen uptake function in AECs in response to 

hypoxia [33, 34], the T-box genes TBX2/3 function via the SHH and WNT pathways 

contributing to branching morphogenesis [35] and STAT1 of the JAK/STAT pathway, which 

closely associated with JUN signaling and implicated in lung development [36].  

This approach led to the identification of 2 novel genes not previously reported to be 

involved in lung development- SOX18 and Cyclin Dependent Kinase Inhibitor 2B (CDKN2B). 

SOX18 is essential for lymphatic development and has downstream effects on PROX1 [37] which 

is known to be involved in lung development. CDKN2B inhibits CDK4 and CDK6 specifically 

and hence plays a role in cell proliferation and survival [35], it not clear how this transcription 

factor plays a role in lung development. 

Key developmental pathways activated in hESC-derived lung progenitors 
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The pathways upregulated in hESC-derived D15 and D20 cells are common to the pathways 

upregulated in FL compared to D0 cells (Figure 5A).  

 

Hepatic fibrosis/hepatic stellate cell activation, 

FXR/RXR activation, LXR/RXR activation, 

Molecular Mechanisms of Cancer (MMOC) and 

Osteoarthritis pathways seem to play a major role 

in lung development. As many transcription 

factors and their downstream molecules are 

common to development of endodermally 

derived organs including the lung and liver 

(HNF1B, FOXA1, FOXA2, PROX1, APOA2, 

ALB differentially expressed in our dataset), it is 

not surprising that hepatic stellate activation is the most significant pathway upregulated in hESC-

A. 
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Figure 5. 
Pathways 
upregulated in 
lung 
development. 
Differential 
gene 
expression data 
was uploaded 
into Ingenuity 
pathway 
analysis (IPA) 
and analyzed. 
(A) Top 10 
pathways 
upregulated in 
D15vsD0 (left), 
D20vsD0 
(middle) and 
FLvsD0 (right). 
(B) Genes 
involved in the 
top 2 pathways 
upregulated in 
lung 
development. 
Generated by 
pathway 
analysis of 
genes 
upregulated in 
all groups 
compared to D0 
(ALLvsD0). 
Molecules 
shown in pink 
are present 
within the 
dataset. 
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derived D15 and D20 cells as well as FL compared to D0 cells. Retinoic Acid (RA) is a key 

component needed for differentiation of foregut anterior endoderm into MLBPs (Figure 1A) [38] 

in addition to regulating various stages in lung development including the differentiation and 

maturation of lung epithelial cells [1]. And hence upregulation of this pathway in hESC-derived 

D15 and D20 cells indicates its critical role in lung development and differentiation.  

When the overlapping genes between all three comparison groups (D15vsD0, D20vsD0 

and FLvsD0) were examined, MMOC and RAR activation pathways were found to be upregulated 

in all 3 comparison groups (Figure 5B). Many signaling pathways known to be involved in cancer 

are often involved in development. Lung development seems to be tightly regulated by WNT, 

BMP, TGFb, SHH, NOTCH, JAK/STAT and PI3-AKT signaling confirming previous reports. 

The molecules involved in RAR activation are part of TGFb and PI3-AKT signaling pathways 

promoting RA production and metabolism, cell growth, cell proliferation and cell differentiation. 

Cellular processes and functions in hESC-derived lung progenitors, representative of fetal human 

lung from 1st and 2nd trimester 

The human fetal lung samples used in this study are from 24-26 week old fetuses (end of 2nd 

trimester) corresponding to the canicular stage of lung development. MLBPs are thought to be 

present during the pseudoglandular stage in the developing lung. To gain a more comprehensive 

overview of lung development at the earlier stages of human lung development including the 

pseudoglandular stage, a dataset encompassing genes that were deemed to be important in lung 

development (DLCS, 3,223 unique genes) due to their presence in human fetal lungs from week 

7.5 to week 22 (corresponding to embryonic, pseudoglandular and canicular stages of lung 

development) in a report by Kho et al [21] was compared with our dataset, in which the fetal lung 

samples do not capture the embryonic and pseudoglandular stages of lung development) (Figure 
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6A). Many genes implicated in lung development are common to both datasets; CFTR, CCND1, 

CEBPD, ARID5B, the pro-survival B-cell Lymphoma 6 (BCL6), Epidermal Growth Factor 

Receptor (EGFR), FGF3, EPAS1, the Folate Receptor (FOLR), ID2/4, KLF5, SLC16A3 

(Supplemental file 5). When each comparison group within our dataset (D15vsD0, D20vsD0 and 

FLvsD0) was compared to DLCS, the D20vsD0 group had the highest number of overlapping 

genes with DLCS indicating that our differentiation protocol favors lung progenitors with a mRNA 

signature corresponding to the early stages of lung development. Next, we investigated the cellular 

processes and functions in our dataset and DLCS. The top functions for both datasets are involved 

in cell development and differentiation as well as organ development (Supplemental file 6). 

Respiratory system development ranked high and significant in both datasets and hence we 

mapped the genes expressed in each dataset involved in this process. (Figure 6B&C). We can 

observe the many of the same genes that are involved in respiratory system development (RSD),  

morphology of respiratory system (MORS), formation of lung (FOL) and morphology of lung 

(MOL) in both datasets. These results validate that the transcriptome of hESC-derived D15 and 

D20 cells by our modified protocol retain the key features observed in human lung development. 

  

A. 
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Figure 6. Genes involved in lung development. A dataset of 3,223 unique genes generated from human 
fetal lungs from week 7.5 to week 22 (corresponding to embryonic, pseudoglandular and canicular 
stages of lung development), deemed to be important in lung development known as DLCS was 
compared to our dataset. (A) Venn diagram of all 3 comparison groups and DLCS. The genes involved 
specifically in respiratory system development in the DLCS group (B), ALLvsD0 (C, left), D20vsD0 
(C, middle) and D15vsD0 (C, right). RSD- Respiratory system development, MOL- Morphology of 
lung, AMOL- Abnormal MOL, MORS- Morphology of respiratory system, AMORS- Abnormal 
MORS, FOL- Formation of lung. 
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DISCUSSION 

Pluripotent stem cells provide an exciting avenue to study the generation and differentiation of 

MLBPs [19, 39]. ESCs sourced from mice (mESCs) can be differentiated to give rise to lung 

epithelial cells while passing a lung progenitor phase. These mESC-derived lung progenitors tend 

to express and mimic the phenotype of MLBPs identified in vivo in developing mouse lungs [39]. 

By analogy, we can postulate that human ESCs-derived lung progenitors mimic their counterpart 

in human developing lungs. It is important to note that there is no appropriate control for human 

MLBPs due to the reasons mentioned above, therefore human fetal lung serves as the control for 

differentiation experiment and lung progenitor characterization [9, 10, 19]. For the differentiation 

experiments, the protocol described by Wong et al, 2012 [9] served as the basic protocol that was 

modified [38] (Figure 1A) and optimized to increase the generation of NKX2.1+FOXA2+ 

progenitors (Figure 3A). This modification allowed the generation of ~90% of NKX2.1+FOXA2+ 

D15 hESC-derived cells indicating the robustness and efficiency of our modified protocol. Cells 

at this stage also express other lung progenitor markers TP63, SOX9, B4 with indistinct CFTR 

expression (Figure 3B). Cells from the differentiation time points indicate gene expression of key 

endoderm and lung epithelium markers; the definitive endoderm markers SOX17, FOXA2, GATA6 

at D5 and D10, the foregut endoderm markers NKX2.1, FOXA1, SOX9 and the lung progenitor 

markers ID2 and TP63 at D10 and onwards. Higher expression of lung epithelium markers KRT5, 

CFTR, FOXJ1, SCGB1A1, SFTPC and AQP5 is observed at D20 and onwards. At the final stage 

of differentiation (D60+), a mixed population of proximal (basal cell, ciliated cell, Clara cell 

markers) and distal epithelial cells (type I and II AECs) (Figure 2) is generated. The 

immunostaining of cells at this final stage indicates a population of immature lung epithelial cells 
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due to the high level of SCGB1A1 and SFTPC co-expression (Figure 1A) [4]. This is supported 

by the high level of SOX9 expression at this stage of differentiation (Figure 2).  

Further characterization of the hESC-derived lung progenitor cells by microarray technique 

suggests the high reproducibility of this protocol as well as the distinct phase of differentiation that 

these cells are in compared to their undifferentiated D0 control (Figure 4A). In addition, although 

D15 and D20 sample clusters had less variation, more genes overlapped between FLvsD0 and 

D20vs D0 than FLvsD0 and D15vsD0 (Figure 4B) suggesting maturation of the lung progenitor 

phenotype by our differentiation protocol. Transcriptome analysis confirmed the upregulation of 

endoderm and lung progenitor markers in hESC-derived D15 and D20 cells compared to D0 cells 

(Figure 4C and 4E); BMP4, GLIS3, HES1, SOX9, SLC16A3, KLF4, HNF1B, CTNND2, PROX1, 

ID1/2/3, CCND1, JUN, TP53INP1, FOXA1/2, ARID5B, APOA2 and ALB. HNF1B is a 

transcription factor critical to many developmental pathways including lung development [23, 40, 

41]. In a recent report HNF1B was found among the top 10 transcription factors upregulated in 

iPSC-derived NKX2.1+ D15 cells/lung progenitors compared to iPSC-derived NKX2.1- D15 

cells, highlighting the importance of this protein in lung development [19]. Several downstream 

targets of these transcription factors are also upregulated in D15 and D20 cells compared to D0 

such as APOA2, ALB and PROX1 which are involved in endodermally derived organ development 

including the lung [21]. 

Distal lung markers SOX9, BMP4, GLIS3 and ID2, are upregulated in D15 and D20 cells 

compared to D0. In mouse lungs, the Transforming Growth Factor Beta (TGFb) family protein 

BMP4 can be detected in the endoderm of the lung bud tips at the pseudoglandular stage. BMP4 

is involved in branching of the lung bud along with Fibroblast Growth Factor 10 (FGF10) 

expressed by the surrounding mesenchyme and is essential for branching morphogenesis [1, 42]. 
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It is worth noting that BMP4 is one of the growth factors added to the cells at D10 to differentiate 

them into D15 cells (anterior foregut endoderm to early lung progenitors), and its expression at 

this stage could indicate autocrine regulation in early lung endoderm. The important interaction 

between FGFs and BMPs in lung development is supported by higher expression of the FGF 

receptors FGFRL1 and FGFR3 in D15 and D20 cells compared to D0 cells. GLIS3 belongs to the 

GLIS group of Krüppel-like zinc finger transcription factors [43]. Like the zinc finger protein GLI 

transcription factors, GLIS proteins can competitively bind to GLI-responsive elements and hence 

activate or repress expression of target genes [44-46]. It is implicated in the Sonic Hedgehog 

pathway (SHH) [47] and is often found localized to areas within embryonic and fetal tissue, where 

WNT, BMP and TGFB [48-51] are active suggesting cross-talk between these pathways is critical 

to organ development. Moderate expression of GLIS3 is detected in adult human and mouse lungs 

as well as in E14.5 mouse lungs. It may function similarly to GLI3 which is expressed in the 

pseudoglandular stage of lung development and is critical to normal lung development and 

branching morphogenesis [46, 52]. CTNND2 of the beta-catenin superfamily is also upregulated 

in D15 and D20 cells compared to D0, solidifying the importance of WNT signaling in lung 

development [21]. c-Jun a transcription factor usually activated by MAPK signaling, promotes cell 

proliferation and cell survival and is also known to be involved in lung development [19, 40]. The 

inhibitor of differentiation family of proteins ID1-4 are similarly known to have roles in lung 

development, specifically ID2 as its expression is localized to the distal lung bud tips in mice and 

hence considered a marker of distal lung progenitors [1, 3]. 

Notch signaling seems to play a role in lung development as well, as HES1, the primary 

target of NOTCH is found to be overexpressed in D15 and D20 cells compared to D0. HES1 

supports the differentiation of the proximal lung lineages (bronchial epithelium) as well promotes 
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the activation and differentiation of distal lung progenitors [20, 53, 54]. KLF4 is specific to the 

epithelium, it plays in role in stem cell maintenance [55, 56] and in epithelial cell differentiation 

[57-59] including distal developing lung [60]. It is upregulated in D15 and D20 cells compared to 

D0 indicating lung epithelial cell differentiation. 

 TP53INP1 is a multifunction protein involved in TP53 dependent and independent 

pathways [61]. TP53INP1 is induced in response to stress by the tumor suppressor family of 

proteins (TP53/63/73) [62]. In turn, it activates the transcriptional activity of the tumor suppressor 

proteins and hence promotes TP53-like functions such as regulation of cell cycle and apoptosis 

[61, 62]. There exists a high degree of homology between the different tumor suppressor proteins 

[63-65]. While there are overlapping functions between TP53, TP63 and TP73, they also have 

distinctive properties. TP63 is mainly expressed by the basal epithelium [66, 67] and its expression 

is characteristic of basal cells of the lung which can function as stem cells in adult lung [4, 8]. Due 

to the high degree of similarity in TP53 and TP63 transcription factors, TP53INP1 can activate the 

transcriptional activity of TP63 and promote its function as well. ARID5B belongs to the family 

of transcriptional regulators that play a role in cell differentiation and development [68] and are 

known to be involved in human fetal lung development [21].  

Importantly, no mature markers of lung epithelium were detected in the transcriptome of 

D15 and D20 cells except CFTR, although present in FL as suggested previously [19, 39]. 

However, we did observe SOX18 and CDKN2B expression in the top 25 transcription factors 

upregulated in hESC-derived D15 and D20 cells compared to D0 cells, suggesting a role in lung 

development although not previously reported. These genes would need further investigation and 

validation to confirm their importance in lung development. 
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Common disease and physiological pathways were upregulated in D15, D20 and FLvsD0 

(Figure 5A) with the MMOM and RAR activation pathways being the most significantly 

upregulated across all comparison groups. As lung development relies heavily on the coordinated 

interaction of WNT, BMP, TGFb, SHH, NOTCH, JAK/STAT and PI3-AKT signaling pathways 

[1, 39], it is exciting to note that these pathways are orchestrating hESC differentiation towards 

lung (Figure 5B and C). To confirm our finding that hESC-derived lung progenitors conserve the 

same development programs as in developing human lung, a dataset covering a broader range of 

lung development (DLCS, week 7.5 to week 22) [21] was compared with our dataset. We observed 

many of the same cellular process and functions critical to early human fetal lung development in 

hESC-derived D15 and D20 cells (Figure 6). Our results indicate the efficient and successful use 

of hESCs as a tool to understand the elusive human MLBPs. The applications of this technology 

are vast and promise a bright future for novel cell and gene therapies for lung disease.  
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CONCLUSION 

In summary, we have extensively characterized lung progenitors derived from hESCs, and these 

cells are reminiscent of early stages of lung development and differentiation. Our profiling of these 

hESC-derived D15 and D20 cells has resulted in an understanding of their global transcriptomic 

programs. These cells can be used to represent the human MLBPs. Given the high degree of 

conservation in lung developmental programs maintained in hESC-derived lung progenitors, we 

anticipate the use of these cells as a tool to facilitate human lung developmental studies as well as 

for therapies for lung diseases. 
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Abstract 

Background & Aims: Pulmonary Fibrosis (PF) is restrictive lung disorder which is characterized 

by the replacement of functional lung epithelial tissue with fibrotic tissue which severely affects 

lung function. There are currently no treatments to cure or reverse PF. Stem cell technology is a 

promising avenue for PF. There are many ways by which stem cells can be generated, the most 

recent being direct cellular reprogramming. This involves conversion of one adult cell type such 

as a fibroblast into another cell type (adult tissue cell/tissue-specific progenitor) by expressing a 

defined set of tissue-specific transcription factors (TFs) in vitro. We identified 4 transcription 

factors based on their upregulation in hESC-derived lung progenitors compared to undifferentiated 

hESCs (Chapter 2) and which were also supported by literature; NKX2.1, GATA6, FOXA1 and 

FOXA2. These TFs were expressed in different combinations using adenoviral vectors to assess 

their capacity to reprogram fibroblasts into lung progenitor cells. Methods: Human Adult Lung 

Fibroblasts (HALFs) were isolated and propagated from lung biopsies. HALFs between passages 

5-8 were infected with Ad-NKX2.1, Ad-GATA6, Ad-FOXA1, Ad-FOXA2 or Ad-GFP at 200 

MOI/adenovirus. Cells were harvested at D7 and D14 for Q-PCR analysis, western blotting and 

immunofluorescence. Results: The expression of three TFs, NKX2.1, GATA6 and FOXA1 in 

HALFs induced the expression of E-CAD and multiple lung associated genes; CFTR, FOXJ1, 

CCSP, SFTPC and SOX2, 7 and 14 days after infection by Q-PCR and E-CAD, p63, KRT5, CFTR, 

CCSP, SFTPC and SOX2, 7 days after infection by immunofluorescence and western blotting. 

Conclusions: This is the first proof-of-concept study to demonstrate that human adult lung 

fibroblasts can be induced to resemble lung progenitors using over-expression of NKX2.1, GATA6 

and FOXA1 TFs in vitro. This holds immense promise for in vivo regeneration of damaged fibrotic 

lung tissue. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pulmonary Fibrosis (PF) falls under the family of interstitial lung diseases (ILD) and currently, 

>100,000 people in the United States have been diagnosed with PF, with a prevalence of 13 to 20 

per 100,000 people worldwide. PF is associated with poor prognosis and a high mortality rate 

(>80%). In addition, the median survival time after diagnosis is 2-5 years [1]. The exact 

mechanism for the development of PF is not well understood but it is widely accepted that the 

initiating event is injury to the alveolar epithelium [2]. The injured epithelial cells produce an 

inflammatory environment leading to the recruitment and accumulation of fibroblasts which 

further differentiate into myofibroblasts. These events lead to progressive accumulation of fibrotic 

tissue replacing areas of functional lung parenchyma that is refractory to treatment and is currently 

irreversible with the available treatments [3, 4].  

Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) hold the potential for cell therapy as they can differentiate 

into lung epithelial cell types such as ciliated, basal, Clara, type I and II alveolar epithelial cells 

[5-8], but overcoming the efficiency of differentiation, risk of tumor and teratoma formation, as 

well as cellular rejection has proved challenging. The advent of induced pluripotent stem cells 

(iPSCs) has promising applications for the field of regenerative medicine. Forced expression of 4 

pluripotency specific transcription factors was sufficient to reprogram or convert mammalian 

mature dermal fibroblasts into pluripotent stem cells with ESC-like characteristics [9, 10]. These 

cells have the potential to be differentiated into lung epithelial cells [5, 11] but face the same 

challenges as ESCs along with vector associated concerns [12], for therapeutic applications. Direct 

cellular reprogramming, circumvents this issue where one mature cell type is converted to another 

mature cell type without reversion to a pluripotent state [13-15]. This involves over-expression of 

key lineage specific transcription factors or miRNAs in mature cell types, most commonly 
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fibroblasts to induce the target cell phenotype [16]. Studies have reported the conversion of 

fibroblasts into mature and functional neurons [17-21], hepatocytes [22-25], cardiomyocytes [26-

29] using factors essential to neuron, hepatocyte and cardiomyocyte development, respectively. In 

addition, direct reprogramming of fibroblasts into tissue-specific progenitors including neural [30, 

31], cardiac [32-34] and hepatocyte [35] progenitors, has been reported. These reprogrammed 

progenitors are more proliferative and hence scalable for therapeutic applications, than 

reprogrammed mature counter-parts. The other advantage of tissue-specific reprogrammed 

progenitors is that they can be differentiated into cell types restricted to that tissue i.e. mouse 

fibroblasts can be converted to bi-potenital hepatic stem cells with the liver development factors 

Hnf1b and Foxa3 which can self-renew and differentiate into both hepatocytes and cholangiocytes 

under in vitro and in vivo conditions [35].  These reprogrammed progenitors provide great promise 

for regenerative medicine applications.  

The human adult lung is composed of many different types of lung epithelial cells [36, 

37]. In damaged lung tissue, the whole parenchyma is affected and reprogramming a mature cell 

type to one mature type of lung epithelial cells would be insufficient to restore function, 

therefore we opted for a strategy that would induce a lung progenitor phenotype. In this study, 

we identified a set of lung lineage specific transcription factors- NKX2.1, GATA6 and FOXA1 

capable of reprogramming human lung fibroblasts into an induced lung progenitor (iLP) 

phenotype in vitro. We chose human lung fibroblasts as the starting cells, since fibroblasts are 

the main cell type found in abundance in PF scar tissue, clinically relevant and this would allow 

conversion of damaged to functional lung tissue in situ.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Isolation of Primary Fibroblasts 

For isolation of Human Lung Adult Fibroblasts (HALFs), biopsies from normal area of lungs from 

adult patients were collected (provided by Dr. Leonard Wudel, Wake Forest School of Medicine). 

The organs were washed with treated PBS (PBS with 1XPS/amphotericin, 1ul/ml Gentamycin, 

2.5ml/L Chloramphenicol) 3 times and minced in fibroblast maintenance medium (FMM; DMEM, 

10% FBS, 1% PS/amphotericin) to obtain tissue pieces around 5mmx5mm pieces. These were 

digested with collagenase type I (made in FMM) for 60 minutes at 370C. The suspension was then 

placed on top a 100uM nylon mesh filter attached to a 50ml conical tube, and ground till the media 

passed through. The contents of the tube were then centrifuged at 1,500 rpm for 5 mins, supernatant 

discarded and pellet re-suspended in fresh FMM before plating in a tissue-culture treated 10cm 

plate. 4 hours later, the top layer of media from plate is discarded to avoid contamination by non-

adherent cells and replaced with fresh FMM. Media was replaced every 3 days for a period of 2 

weeks at which time, fibroblasts were passaged for at least 4 generations before being used for 

infection experiments. PCR was conducted on cells from successive passages and after 2 passages, 

the cells had negligible expression of epithelial markers (ECAD, EPCAM) and high expression of 

mesenchymal and fibroblasts specific markers (VIMENTIN, FAPA1, SNAI1, SLUG- data not 

shown). 

Infecting Fibroblasts with Adenoviruses 

Adenoviral particles expressing NKX2.1, FOXA1 and FOXA2 were obtained from Signagen 

Laboratories (Catalog # SL101032, SL101057 and SL100770 respectively, Rockville, MD) and 

GATA6 from Vector Biolabs (Catalog # 1027, Malvern, PA). Titers were in the range of 1010 

pfu/ml for all adenoviruses. HALFs were seeded in 6 well plates at a density of 5-10,000 cells/cm2 
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in FMM, 1 day prior to infection. On day of infection, cells in extra wells were counted to calculate 

the MOI, after which the appropriate volume of each adenovirus was added to the HALFs to 

achieve 200 MOI/adenovirus (MOI chosen based on an infection curve to find the optimal MOI 

needed for adenoviral transgene detection at D7 and D14). One day after infection, the FMM media 

was replaced with Fibroblast Suppressive Media (FSM; DMEM, 1% FBS, 1XPS/amphotericin) 

for the rest of the culture period. The HALFs underwent media changes every 2-3 days. 

Light microscopy and immunofluorescence  

Pictures of HALFs in 6 well plates were taken 7 and 14 days after infection with Zeiss Imager M1 

at 20X magnification in bright field. For immunofluorescence, HALFs were seeded at 5,000 

cells/cm2 in chamber slides in FMM, 1 day before infection. On the day of infection, appropriate 

volume(s) of the adenovirus was added to maintain 200MOI/adenovirus. One day after infection, 

the media was replaced with FSM and the HALFs were cultured for 7 days after infection, at which 

point, the cells were fixed in 4% PFA for 10 min, permeabilized with 0.2% Triton-X 100 for 15 

min, blocked with Dako Protein Block solution (Dako, CA) for 30 min, incubated o/n with primary 

antibodies at 40C. Cells were incubated with secondary antibodies the next day for 30 mins, DAPI 

for 3 mins. The chamber was taken off and the slide was cover slipped with Prolong Gold 

fluorescence mounting media (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). The slides were scanned 

with Olympus VS-110 Virtual Imaging System microscope (Olympus, Japan) and images 

generated with OlyVIA software (Olympus, Japan). 

Quantitative RT-PCR 

Total RNA was isolated using Qiazol reagent (Qiagen, Germany) and RNeasy Mini Kit 

(Qiagen, Germany). Qiazol was used for harvesting and homogenization while RNase kit was 

used for clean-up and RNA extraction. cDNA was made from sample RNA using the High 
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Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcriptase kit (Applied Biosystems, CA) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Quantitative real-time PCR was performed with Taqman gene 

expression assays (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA) for amplification of genes on the Applied 

Biosystems 7300 Real Time PCR System. RNA levels were normalized by comparison to 

GAPDH and data presented as fold change with respect to expression of 0MOI or uninfected 

HALFs.  

Western Blotting  

HALFs were scraped on ice, pelleted, and incubated in RIPA lysis buffer containing a protease 

inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,) at 4°C. The total cell lysate was 

obtained after centrifugation at 14,000xg for 15 min at 4°C. Protein concentration was determined 

using a BSA assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), and 30 µg of protein was prepared 

in Laemmli sample buffer which was heat treated at 95°C for 5 min. This was separated using a 

4–12% SDS-polyacrylamide gel (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA,) and then transferred onto a 

nitrocellulose membrane. The membranes were blocked for 1 h at room temperature in 5% milk 

in TBST. Anti-KRT5, anti-E-CAD, anti-CCSP, and B-actin (Abcam, Cambridge, MA), anti-

ProSPC (Millipore Sigma, Burlington, MA) and anti-CFTR (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) 

primary antibodies were used at manufacturers’ recommended dilutions at 4°C overnight. The 

membrane was washed with TBST 3 times, with 5 minutes/wash.  Horseradish peroxidase-

conjugated goat anti-mouse (Life Technologies) was used as the secondary antibody which was 

incubated with the membrane at room temperature for 1 hr. The bands were visualized using 

Pierce™ ECL Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). 

Statistical Analysis 
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All data are expressed as mean+SEM. Differences between combinations tested were determined 

by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test using GraphPadPrism 6.0 software (La 

Jolla,CA,USA). Probability values of p <0.05 were considered significant.  
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RESULTS 

Identifying potential reprogramming factors 

Direct reprogramming strategies make use of lineage-specific TFs or miRNA to induce one mature 

cell type such as fibroblasts into another.  Most studies employ a bottom-up approach wherein 

several potential TFs are screened to determine the combination of essential TFs needed for 

reprogramming [17, 26, 38]. This involves starting off with >10 TFs which are introduced into 

fibroblasts in successive rounds of elimination to achieve the desired phenotype. To improve the 

efficiency of this process, we employed a top-down approach instead, wherein key lineage-specific 

TFs essential in early lung development were considered based on our transcriptome data with 

hESC-derived lung porgenitors in Chapter 2 as well as from literature review. A combination of 

3-4 TFs is often needed for successful reprogramming, as additional factors hinder cellular growth 

and proliferation as well as the reprogramming efficiency [9, 10, 26]. As our desired target cell 

type is an epithelial lung progenitor, we identified 4 TFs- NK2 Homeobox 1 (NKX2.1), GATA 

Binding Protein 6 (GATA6), Forkhead Box A1 (FOXA1) and Forkhead Box A2 (FOXA2) that are 

essential for early lung development and considered markers of the lung progenitor phenotype 

[37].  Our data with hESC-derived lung progenitors also confirmed the important role of NKX2.1 

(Chapter 2, Figure 2 & 3), GATA and FOXA families during lung endoderm development (Chapter 

2, Figure 4).  

We combined the 4 TFs in different combinations to understand how the interaction of the 

TFs influenced lung progenitor phenotype induction (Figure 1B). Our culture system involved 

isolating primary HALFs from biopsies, propagation and transduction with adenoviruses 

expressing the different TFs. HALFs at passages 5-8 were infected 24 hours after plating, and 

cultured in fibroblast suppressing media (FSM) 48 hours post-infection with successive media 
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changes every 2 days (Figure 1A). HALFs were collected for analysis 7 and 14 days post-infection 

coinciding with the adenoviral vector expression peaking and tapering phases respectively.  

4 lineage-specific TFs induce MET  

Figure 1. Screening for optimal combination of TFs. (A) Timeline of infection of HALFs with 
adenoviruses expressing the 4 TFs (B) Representative light microscope images of HALFs infected with 
different combinations of TFs. Images, 7 days and 14 days after infection are shown. 20X magnification, 
scale bar- 100um. 
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HALFs were infected at 200 MOI/adenovirus and morphological changes could be observed in 

most combinations as early as 3 days post-infection (Figure 1B). At the single TF level, except for 

FOXA1, the other TFs induced an observable change in morphology of HALFs when compared 

to uninfected designated as 0 MOI and Ad-GFP infected cells (referred to as GFP for simplicity). 

Whereas at the 2 TFs level, all combinations except for NKX2.1 and FOXA1 induced a 

morphological change when compared to 0 MOI. At the 3 and 4 TFs level, all combinations 

induced a noticeable morphological change when compared to 0 MOI. It must be noted that these 

morphological changes are retained or maintained even up to 14 days after adenoviral infection 

indicating the lasting downstream effect of the TFs. Activation of epithelial related programs 

seems to be essential to successful reprogramming [9, 25] and the chosen TFs induce a loss of the 

characteristic thin spindle shaped morphology of fibroblasts and gain of an epithelial-like 

morphology i.e. HALFs underwent Mesenchymal to Epithelial Transition (MET).  

 To determine if the morphological changes were accompanied by changes in gene 

expression, RNA was collected from infected HALFs at D7 and D14 for Q-PCR assays. RNA was 

also collected from whole fetal lung tissue which served as a positive control, HALFs at P7 as 

experimental control (as these cells are not maintained in FSM media), 0 MOI as negative control 

(gene expression for combinations is expressed relative to gene expression in 0 MOI) and HALFs 

infected with Ad-GFP as infection control. NKX2.1 expression was significantly upregulated in 

HALFs infected with any combination of Ad-NKX2.1 (NK) at D7 and D14 compared to uninfected 

HALFs (Figure 2A). This was found to be true for HALFs infected with Ad-GATA6 (G6), Ad-

FOXA1 (F1) and Ad-FOXA2 (F2) as well. It is interesting to note the changes in gene expression 

of one TFs when combined with others. NKX2.1 expression is higher when GATA6 and FOXA2 

are expressed, but not FOXA1. GATA6 expression is higher in the presence of the other TFs. 
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FOXA1 expression is higher in the presence of NKX2.1 and GATA6 but not FOXA2. FOXA1 and 

FOXA2 have redundant roles in many developmental pathways [39] and hence it is not surprising 

Figure 2. Gene expression by PCR. (A) Gene expression of TFs validated in cells receiving 
combinations containing the same TF. (B) Gene expression of lung progenitors and epithelial cells in 
HALFs infected with different combinations of TFs. Gene expression was assessed 7 and 14 days after 
infection. 
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that there is no synergistic effect when the 2 are combined. FOXA2 expression, however is 

hindered by expression of NKX2.1 and GATA6 as well. In addition, the combination of all 4TFs 

did not result in the highest expression of the TFs when compared to other combination which may 

explain how reprogramming efficiency is best when the minimal number of TFs are used.  

Optimal combination of TFs identified for reprogramming 

Reprogramming efficiency is assessed by the expression of a set of defining markers for a specific 

cell type i.e. fibroblasts are considered reprogrammed cardiomyocytes if they express Myosin 

Heavy Chain, a isoform (Mhca) [26, 27]. Lung progenitors as previously mentioned, do not have 

a characteristic marker phenotype and hence we defined successful reprogramming in our study, 

as the expression of multiple lung associated markers at the mRNA level by fibroblasts. All TFs 

alone and in combinations had significantly lower expression of Fibroblast activation protein alpha 

(FAPa), a fibroblast marker, compared to 0 MOI at D7. Whereas at D14, lower expression of 

FAPa  was observed when GATA6 was overexpressed, either alone or with other TFs when 

compared with 0 MOI. This was accompanied by higher expression of the epithelial marker E-

cadherin (E-CAD) in combinations with NKX2.1, GATA6 and FOXA2, compared to 0 MOI at D7 

and D14, complementing the morphological changes observed at both time points (Figure 1B). 

Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance Regulator (CFTR), a marker of lung epithelial cells 

was significantly expressed in combinations with NKX2.1 and FOXA2, except for when FOXA1 is 

present, compared to 0 MOI at D7 and D14. In addition, CFTR expression is significantly 

upregulated in the presence of NKX2.1 alone at D7 and D14, which is surprising as one TF is rarely 

enough to induce significant gene expression change [16]. Compared to 0 MOI, Forkhead Box J1 

(FOXJ1) a marker of ciliated epithelial cells including those found in the lung was significantly 

expressed by combinations with GATA6 at D7 and by combinations with NKX2.1, GATA6 and 
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FOXA1 at D14. Moreover, FOXA1 seems to play a role in the induction of FOXJ1 expression in 

the presence of NKX2.1. Expression of Clara Cell Secretory Protein (CCSP), a marker of Club or 

Clara cells found in the upper airways and to a lesser extent in the lower airways (respiratory 

bronchioles) was higher in combinations with GATA6 and FOXA1, compared to 0 MOI at D7 and 

D14. Surfactant Protein C (SFTPC) which is a marker of type II AECs was expressed by HALFs 

infected with NKX2.1 alone and FOXA2 alone, but surprisingly when NKX2.1 and FOXA2 were 

combined, there was no additive increase in SFTPC expression, but an inhibitory effect. Rather 

when NKX2.1 is combined with GATA6 or FOXA1, there is higher expression of SFTPC when 

compared to NKX2.1 or FOXA2 alone, compared to 0 MOI at D7 and D14. SRY-BOX 2 (SOX2) 

a marker of stem cells and proximal lung progenitors was significantly expressed in HALFs 

infected with NKX2.1 alone or when GATA6 and FOXA1 are combined, compared to 0 MOI at D7 

and D14. 

To determine the combination of TFs that resulted in an immature lung phenotype, we 

collated the gene expression data at both time points and took one of 2 approaches. First, we listed 

gene expression of markers in highest to lowest order (with p<0.05) of combinations. Then, we 

counted the number of times a certain combination was observed to induce marker expression at 

D7 and D14. Out of all the combinations, when NKX2.1, GATA6 and FOXA1 were over-expressed 

together, the most number of lung associated genes was expressed by HALFs (Table 1).  

To further needle out which TFs were regulating expression of the lung associated genes, 

after collating the data, we listed how the gene expression of the lung associated genes was affected 

when a certain TF was present (Table 2). In most cases, presence of FOXA2 seems to hinder the 

effect of the other TFs on lung associated markers including the TFs themselves. Further, in our 

system, FOXA2 expression is lower in the presence of any other TF other than FOXA2 alone. 
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NKX2.1 is known to down-regulate the Epithelial to Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) process by 

upregulating E-CAD and tight gap junction genes [40]. The important role of NKX2.1 in lung 

 D7 D14 
NKX2.1 NK+G6>NK+F2>NK+G6+F1/All 

4>NK+G6+F2>NK/NK+F1+F2>NK+F1 
NK+F2>NK+F1+F2>NK+F1>NK>NK+G6>NK+G6+F1/NK+G6
+F2/All 4 

GATA6 NK+G6+F1/NK+G6+F2>All 
4>G6+F1+F2/G6+F2/G6+F1>NK+G6>G6 

G6>NK+G6>G6+F1>NK+G6+F1>All 
4>NK+G6+F2>G6+F1+F2>G6+F2 

FOXA1 NK+G6+F1>G6+F1>All 
4>NK+F1+F2/G6+F1+F2>F1+F2/NK+F1>F1 

NK+F1+F2>All 
4/F1+F2>G6+F1>NK+F1>G6+F1+F2>NK+G6+F1>F1 

FOXA2 F2>All 
4>NK+F2/G6+F2/F1+F2>NK+G6+F2/NK+F1+F2/G6+F1
+F2 

F2>Nk+F1+F2>F1+F2>NK+F2>All 
4>G6+F1+F2>NK+G6+F2>G6+F2 

FAPa NK+G6+F2>G6+F2/NK+F2/NK+G6/G6+F1/F1+F2/NK+
G6+F1/NK+F1+F2/G6+F1+F2/All 4/NK+F1>NK/F1 

NK+G6+F1/NK+G6>All 
4/G6+F1+F2/NK+G6+F2/G6+F2/G6+F1/NK+F2/F2/G6>F1+F2 

E-CAD NK+G6+F1>All 
4>G6+F1>NK+G6+F2/NK+F1+F2/G6+F1+F2>NK+F1/G
6+F2/F1+F2 

All 4>NK+G6+F1>NK+F1>NK+F2/G6+F1/NK+F1+F2 

CFTR NK+G6+F2>G6+F2>All 
4>NK+F2/G6+F1+F2>NK+F1+F2>NK 

All 4> 
NK+G6+F1>NK+F2>NK>G6+F2>NK+F1+F2/G6+F1+F2 

FOXJ1 G6+F2/NK+G6+F1 All 4>NK+G6+F1>NK+F1>NK+F2>G6+F1/NK+F1+F2 
CCSP G6+F1 G6+F1>NK+G6+F1>All 4 

SFTPC NK+F1>NK+G6>NK+G6+F1 NK+F1>F2>NK+G6>NK 
SOX2 NK>NK+G6/G6+F1 G6+F1>NK 

	

 Ad-
NKX2.1 

Ad-
GATA6 Ad-FOXA1 Ad-FOXA2 Comments 

NKX2.1 Increase Increase No change Increase FOXA1 and FOXA2 inhibit GATA6 
induced NKX2.1 expression 

GATA6 Slight 
increase Increase Increase Increase Some inhibition by FOXA2 of 

FOXA1 induced GATA6 expression 

FOXA1 Increase Increase Increase Decrease 
FOXA2 inhibits NKX2.1 and 
GATA6 induction of FOXA1 
expression 

FOXA2 Decrease Decrease Decrease Increase Autoregulated 

FAPa Slight 
decrease Decrease Slight 

decrease Decrease GATA6 seems to inhibit FAPa 
expression 

E-CAD Increase Increase Increase Slight 
increase 

FOXA2 inhibits NKX2.1, GATA6, 
FOXA1 induced E-cadherin 
expression 

CFTR Increase Increase Decrease Increase FOXA1 inhibits NKX2.1, GATA6, 
FOXA2 induced CFTR expression 

FOXJ1 Increase Slight 
increase Increase Slight 

increase 
NKX2.1 and FOXA1 induce FOXJ1 
expression 

CCSP Increase Increase Increase Decrease Along with NKX2.1, GATA6 and 
FOXA1 induce CCSP expression 

SFTPC Increase Increase Increase ? FOXA1 adds to NKX2.1 induced 
SFTPC expression 

SOX2 Increase Decrease Increase Decrease GATA6 inhibits NKX2.1 and 
FOXA1 induced SOX2 expression 

	

Table 1. Optimal combination selection. Gene expression data from Figure 2 was examined identify 
the combination of TFs that upregulated the most lung progenitor markers. 

Table 2. Effect of TF expression. Gene expression data from Figure 2 was examined to tease out the 
effect each TF had on its own expression, expression of other TFs and lung progenitor markers. 
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development is clear by the profound impact on lung associated genes (up-regulation of CFTR, 

SFTPC and SOX2 with over-expression of NKX2.1 TF alone). GATA6 is also known to inhibit 

EMT, in a more indirect way as it promotes the known regulators of E-CAD expression; FOXA1/2 

[41]. In addition, GATA6 was found to have a pronounced effect on FAPa  expression, perhaps 

indicating another mechanism by which EMT is down-regulated. Except for the finding that CFTR 

expression is upregulated in the presence of FOXA2, the other lung associated markers do not seem 

to rely on FOXA2 expression for their activation. And as previously mentioned, FOXA1 and 

FOXA2 are highly similar in structure and amino acid sequence and hence perform many of the 

same functions. Therefore, we picked FOXA1 over FOXA2 as the lung associated markers were 

positively regulated by FOXA1. Both approaches supported the use of NKX2.1, GATA6 and 

FOXA1 TFs for reprogramming HALFs into Induced Lung Progenitors (iLPs).  

Infection efficiency high with 3Ad-TFs 

As gene expression by Q-PCR was done with whole cell lysate, it could indicate a heterogeneous 

population of infected cells. To determine the percentage of cells co-infected with the different 

adenoviral vectors; Ad-NKX2.1, Ad-GATA6 and Ad-FOXA1 (referred to as 3Ad-TFs hereon), we 

probed the HALFs with antibodies against these factors 7 days after infection with the 3Ad-TFs 

(Figure 3A). More than 90% of the cells were positive for NKX2.1, GATA6 and FOXA1 with 

varying fluorescence intensities. This variation in intensity could be explained by the number of 

viral particles per Ad-TF that infects any given HALF and by the division of HALFs leading to 

intensity dilution. ~30% of HALFs are NKX2.1hiGATA6hiFOXA1hi. 

iLPs express lung associated stem cell markers  

To assess if iLPs expressed lung associated markers at the protein level (function indication), we 

stained with the appropriate antibodies. iLPs were co-stained for one TF and one lung associated 
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marker for 2 reasons. As >90% of the cells over-express all 3 TFs, the likelihood that if a cell 

Figure 3. Expression of lung progenitor proteins in iLPs. (A) HALFs infected with the 3Ad-
TFs, were stained for NKX2.1 (red), GATA6 (green) and FOXA1 (yellow) co-expression. Single 
panel and overlay images shown. Overlay in 0 MOI and GFP infected group shown above. (B) 
HALFs infected with the 3Ad-TFs, were co-stained for one TF and p63/SOX2/CCSP/SPC/CFTR. 
IF was done 7 days after infection, images at 20X magnification, scale bar- 50um. SPC=SFTPC, 
CCSP=SCGB1A1. 
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expresses one TF, it expresses the other 2 TFs is high. And to ensure that cells positive for lung 

associated markers were 3-Ad TFs infected cells. Tumor protein (p63) is expressed by basal 

epithelium and its expression is usually restricted to the nucleus. We observed p63 staining in the 

iLPs but the expression was perinuclear and cytoplasmic with <15% of iLPs co-expressing 

FOXA1hi and p63hi (Figure 3B, 2nd panel). No positive staining was observed with HALFs that 

were uninfected or infected with Ad-GFP (data not shown). In cases of basal cell carcinomas, the 

cells often express p63 outside the nucleus which could indicate that it is a marker for de-

differentiation [42], this would not be far-fetched as cancer cells are often found to share stem cell 

and progenitor properties [43, 44].  

SOX2 a marker for stem cell maintenance and for proximal progenitor cells is expressed 

by >90% of the NKX2.1+ iLPs complementing our gene expression data (Figure 2B). Both CCSP 

and SFTPC expression can be detected in more than 90% of FOXA1+ iLPs indicating a distal lung 

progenitor phenotype, like adult BASCs. We also probed for CFTR expression and found very few 

cells expressing CFTR on the plasma membrane of NKX2.1+ iLPs, we observed nuclear and 

cytoplasmic staining of CFTR as well. CFTR expression is usually restricted to the plasma 

membrane except in nuclei of certain types of brain cells [45].  

We further characterized the iLPs by performing western blotting to strengthen the 

functional data. We observed higher expression of E-CAD at D7 in the iLPS compared to HALFs 

uninfected or infected with Ad-GFP (Figure 5A). We also observed higher expression of the lung 

associated markers; KRT5 (basal cell), CFTR (lung epithelial cell) and SFTPC (type II AECs and 

BASCs) in HALFs infected with 3Ad-TFs compared to uninfected and Ad-GFP infected, both 7 

and 14 days after infection. Our results show expression of lung associated genes at the mRNA 

and protein level indicating successful reprogramming.  
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Figure 4. Expression of lung epithelial cell proteins in iLPs by WB. (A) Whole cell lysate from 
HALFs uninfected, Ad-GFP infected and infected with the 3Ad-TFs, 7 days after infection was probed 
with E-cadherin antibody (B) Whole cell lysate from HALFs uninfected, Ad-GFP infected and infected 
with the 3Ad-TFs, 7 and 14 days after infection was probed with CFTR, KRT5, Pro-SPC antibodies. B-
actin was loading control for immunoblotting. Negative controls for CFTR, KRT5, Pro-SPC-hESC 
lysate, KRT5-HeLa cell lysate. Positive control for CFTR, KRT5 and Pro-SPC were Normal Human 
Bronchial Epithelial (NHBE) cell lysate and Fetal lung tissue lysate. 
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DISCUSSION 

Here we show the expression of three transcription factors, NKX2.1, GATA6 and FOXA1 can 

successfully convert human adult lung fibroblasts into induced lung progenitors with a stable 

phenotype. Most direct reprogramming studies, utilize mouse or human embryonic, fetal or 

neonatal fibroblasts as the starting cell source for reprogramming which appear easier to 

reprogram, but are not clinically relevant for in situ therapeutic applications. In addition, when 

these studies are transferred to adult fibroblasts, the efficiency of reprogramming is lower [46]. 

Therefore, we used human adult lung fibroblasts in our study.  

We initially choose 4 TFs- NKX2.1, GATA6, FOXA1 and FOXA2 as our reprogramming 

candidates from the phenotype of our hESC-derived lung progenitors (Chapter 2, Figure 2-Figure 

4) which was supported by their essential role in early lung development [37]. Specifically, due to 

their ability in regulating epithelial differentiation in lung endoderm. It is well-known that GATA6 

and NKX2.1 physically interact with one another and not only influence the other’s expression but 

also regulate expression of many genes involved in liver and lung development [47]. In mice, 

complete loss of Nkx2.1 or Gata6 resulted in significant branching defects as well as dysregulation 

in lung epithelial cell differentiation [48, 49]. FOXA1 and FOXA2 genes share patterns of 

expression, conservation of DNA binding, and transcriptional activation domains indicating that 

they regulate gene expression during lung morphogenesis. In mouse fetuses, when Foxa1 was 

conditionally knocked out in respiratory cells, branching morphogenesis was not affected. 

Similarly, when Foxa2 was conditionally knocked out, branching morphogenesis was normal but 

when both are knocked out in respiratory cells, this resulted in defects in branching morphogenesis 

and inhibition of lung epithelial cell differentiation [39, 50-52]. FOXA1/2 associate with GATA6 

in inducing foregut endoderm development and the combination of NKX2.1, GATA6 and 
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FOXA1/2 is assumed critical for opening up the chromatin for transcription of lung associated and 

specific genes in endoderm cells throughout lung development [37].  

When these 4 TFs were used in different combinations, the interplay between the TFs and 

effect on lung associated genes was evident (Figure 2). Although the single TF, NKX2.1 was 

sufficient to induce an epithelial morphology and express key lung specific markers, CFTR and 

SFTPC, the influence of GATA6 and FOXA1 gene expression, complemented the expression of 

these genes and induced the expression of multiple lung associated genes including E-CAD, 

FOXJ1, CCSP and SOX2. Our criteria for successful reprogramming was the expression of 

epithelial and multiple lung associated markers by the reprogrammed HALFs. FOXA2 was 

eliminated as it often inhibited the induction of one TF expression by the others and had competing 

roles with FOXA1. This study focused on 4 TFs due their essential role in early lung progenitor 

development, and it is possible that other factors involved in lung development may be able to 

convert fibroblasts into iLPs as with iPSCs.  

iLPs expressed lung associated markers at the mRNA and protein level indicating a 

multipotent lung progenitor phenotype. iLPs underwent morphological changes and lost the 

characteristic spindle shape, had reduced expression of FAPa and parallel to that had increased 

expression of E-CAD at the gene and protein level. Trans-differentiation of fibroblasts or MET is 

a rarer phenomenon than EMT, as fibroblasts are often considered plastic and hence tumor cell-

like due to their unique properties while epithelial cells are highly specialized in structure and 

function. Achieving stable E-CAD protein expression in fibroblasts, even up to 14 days after 

infection with the 3 TFs is remarkable (Figure 4A). Induction and maintenance of the epithelial 

program in fibroblasts appears essential to successful reprogramming as seen with the use of KLF4, 

which is a gene involved in epithelial barrier function, to obtain iPSCs [10]. The iLPs also 
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expressed a variety of lung associated proteins such as SFTPC, CCSP, SOX2, CFTR and KRT5, 

indicating a stable induction of a lung progenitor phenotype.  

There are a few unanswered questions that require further exploration. First, a target 

phenotype consisting of one or 2 markers, needs to be defined to consider a cell as successfully 

reprogrammed as in previous reprogramming strategies i.e. for reprogrammed fibroblasts to be 

considered induced neurons, they must express Tuj1 [17]. Though multipotent lung stem cells are 

poorly characterized, co-expression of NKX2.1 and FOXA2 is loosely considered as the lung 

progenitor phenotype, and further characterization will need to be performed on iLPs to validate 

the co-expression of NKX2.1 and FOXA2. Second, more detailed characterization of iLPs is 

needed to determine the precise lung progenitor phenotype; early (SFTPA3, N-MYC), proximal 

(SOX2, p63, KRT5, CCSP) or distal (ID2, SOX9, FOXP1/P2, HOPX) as the iLPs express markers 

of proximal and distal cell types. Third, the self-renewal/proliferation and differentiation potential 

of the iLPs needs to be investigated in vitro and in vivo to determine if iLPs are indeed multipotent. 

Fourth, the reprogramming efficiency could be improved by altering the culture conditions to more 

closely mimic the in vivo environment. This could involve switching the HALFs to a lung 

endoderm differentiation media, or the timed delivery of the factors; developmentally first GATA6 

and FOXA1 are expressed by embryonic cells during endoderm specification, and then NKX2.1 is 

expressed during anterior foregut endoderm specification [5, 37].  

The ability to reprogram endogenous lung fibroblasts into lung progenitors has many 

therapeutic implications including cell therapy where large numbers of an individual’s fibroblasts 

can be isolated and expanded from a lung biopsy and transduced with defined factors, before 

delivery of cells to damaged lungs. Though the most promising application would be to induce the 

endogenous fibroblasts in the lungs to reprogram into lung progenitors by directly delivering the 
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defined factors to the damaged lung eliminating the complications faced with cell therapy 

rejection. These lung progenitors would then differentiate to the different types of lung epithelial 

cells needed to restore lung function. This is the first proof-of-concept study to demonstrate that 

human adult lung fibroblasts can be induced to resemble lung progenitors using over-expression 

of NKX2.1, GATA6 and FOXA1 TFs in vitro.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

1. Summary of Results 

  In Chapter 2, we showed successful differentiation of hESCs into lung epithelial 

cells bypassing a lung progenitor stage. Cells from all the differentiation time points indicate 

gene expression of key endoderm and lung epithelium markers; the definitive endoderm markers 

SOX17, FOXA2, GATA6 at D5 and D10, the foregut endoderm markers NKX2.1, FOXA1, SOX9 

and the lung progenitor markers ID2 and TP63 at D10 and onwards. Higher expression of lung 

epithelium markers KRT5, CFTR, FOXJ1, SCGB1A1, SFTPC and AQP5 is observed at D20 and 

onwards. At the final stage of differentiation (D60+), a mixed population of proximal (basal cell, 

ciliated cell, Clara cell markers) and distal epithelial cells (type I and II AECs) is generated. The 

immunostaining of cells at this final stage indicates a population of immature lung epithelial cells 

due to the high level of SCGB1A1 and SFTPC co-expression [1]. This is supported by the high 

level of SOX9 expression at this stage of differentiation. The hESC-derived lung progenitors co-

express NKX2.1 and FOXA2 as well as other lung progenitor markers; TP63, SOX9 and B4. 

Further characterization of the hESC-derived lung progenitor cells by microarray technique 

confirmed the upregulation of endoderm and lung progenitor markers in hESC-derived D15 and 

D20 cells compared to D0 cells; BMP4, GLIS3, HES1, SOX9, SLC16A3, KLF4, HNF1B, 

CTNND2, PROX1, ID1/2/3, CCND1, JUN, TP53INP1, FOXA1/2, ARID5B, APOA2 and ALB. 

Importantly, no mature markers of lung epithelium were detected in the transcriptome of D15 

and D20 cells except CFTR, although present in FL as suggested previously [2, 3]. Common 

disease and physiological pathways were upregulated in D15, D20 and FLvsD0 with the being 
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the most significantly upregulated across all comparison groups. As lung development relies 

heavily on the coordinated interaction of WNT, BMP, TGFb, SHH, NOTCH, JAK/STAT and 

PI3-AKT signaling pathways [3, 4], it is exciting to note that the MMOM and RAR activation 

pathways are the most significantly upregulated across all comparison groups. When our dataset 

was compared with another data set that captured the early phases of lung development in human 

fetal lungs (DLCS, week 7.5 to week 22) [5], we found that many of the same cellular process 

and functions critical to early human fetal lung development are present in our dataset of hESC-

derived D15 and D20 cells. The applications of this technology are vast and promise a bright 

future for novel cell and gene therapies for lung disease.  

In Chapter 3, we show that the expression of three transcription factors, NKX2.1, GATA6 

and FOXA1 can successfully convert human adult lung fibroblasts into induced lung progenitors 

with a stable phenotype. We initially choose 4 TFs- NKX2.1, GATA6, FOXA1 and FOXA2 as our 

reprogramming candidates from the phenotype of our hESC-derived lung progenitors in Chapter 

2, which was supported by their essential role in early lung development [4]. When these 4 TFs 

were used in different combinations, FOXA2 was eliminated as it often inhibited the induction of 

one TF expression by the others and had competing roles with FOXA1. The combination of 

NKX2.1, GATA6 and FOXA1 seemed to induce the expression of multiple lung associated genes 

including CFTR, SFTPC, E-CAD, FOXJ1, CCSP and SOX2. The iLPs gained an epithelial-like 

morphology and expressed SFTPC, CCSP, SOX2, CFTR and KRT5 proteins at D7 and D14 after 

infection. The ability to reprogram endogenous lung fibroblasts into lung progenitors has many 

therapeutic implications including cell therapy where large numbers of an individual’s fibroblasts 

can be isolated and expanded from a lung biopsy and transduced with defined factors, before 

delivery of cells to damaged lungs and in situ tissue regeneration therapy where endogenous 
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fibroblasts in the lungs can be reprogrammed into lung progenitors by directly delivering the 

defined factors to the damaged lung, these lung progenitors would then differentiate to the different 

types of lung epithelial cells needed to restore lung function. 

 

2. Limitations  

The modified ESC differentiation protocol resulted in successful generation of lung progenitors 

based on NKX2.1 and FOXA2 co-expression but the cell phenotype at the end of the differentiation 

process is indicative of a mixed population of proximal (basal cell, ciliated cell, Clara cell markers) 

and distal epithelial cells (type I and II AECs) which are most likely immature, as: 1) some cells 

co-expressed SFTPC and CCSP, 2) Structures common to mature lung epithelial cells were absent 

in the resulting cells; H&E images did not indicate any cilia which mature ciliated cells express 

and 3) there seem to be no differences in cell morphology amongst the cells in ALI culture. The 

original protocol allowed for generation of mature proximal lung epithelial cells with clear 

structural differences in ALI culture [6, 7]. This raises the possibility that the hESC-derived lung 

progenitors may not have the potential to differentiate into mature lung epithelial cells, although 

it is more likely that the culture conditions after generation of lung progenitors is not favorable 

towards differentiation and maturation. This will need to be addressed in the future.  

We choose 4 TFs due their essential role in early lung progenitor development based on 

our Chapter 2 data and literature review, for Chapter 3. It is possible that other factors involved in 

lung development may be able to convert fibroblasts into iLPs as with iPSCs. These additional 

factors could also enhance the reprogramming capacity. There are a few other limitations that 

require further exploration: 1) There was no well-defined target phenotype to assess 

reprogramming capacity of the 4TFs. This is mainly due to the lack of characterization of this 
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phenotype in literature, but there have been studies considering cells co-expressing NKX2.1 and 

FOXA2 as lung progenitors. Therefore, further characterization will need to be performed on iLPs 

to validate the co-expression of NKX2.1 and FOXA2. 2) More detailed characterization of iLPs is 

needed to determine the precise lung progenitor phenotype; early (SFTPA3, N-MYC), proximal 

(SOX2, p63, KRT5, CCSP) or distal (ID2, SOX9, FOXP1/P2, HOPX) as the iLPs express markers 

of proximal and distal cell types. 3) Lung progenitors are considered multipotent and capable of 

self-renewal, we have yet to show that the iLPs have these properties. 4) Toxicity is observed in 

HALFs when cultured with 200 MOI of each adenovirus, resulting in 600 MOI when all 3 TF 

adenoviruses are used. The infected cells do not resemble healthy epithelial cells in culture which 

may be hampering the activation of lung progenitor and epithelial programs within these cells. 

This needs to be improved by altering the culture conditions to more closely mimic the in vivo 

environment. This could involve switching the HALFs to a lung endoderm differentiation media, 

or the timed delivery of the factors; developmentally first GATA6 and FOXA1 are expressed by 

embryonic cells during endoderm specification, and then NKX2.1 is expressed during anterior 

foregut endoderm specification [4, 6] or culturing the infected HALFs with human primary 

supporting cells such as smooth muscle cells and endothelial cells to create an ‘organoid’ 

environment similar to the lung tissue microenvironment.  

 
3. Concluding Remarks 

The main goal of the study was to use reprogramming technology to convert lung fibroblasts into 

lung progenitor like cells. We have shown that the combination of 3 lung lineage-specific factors; 

NKX2.1, GATA6 and FOXA1 is effective in reprogramming lung fibroblasts into iLPs. We 

believe that introduction of these factors directly into fibrotic lung tissue in mice, will result in 
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lung function improvement and contribute towards tissue regeneration. Future studies will 

examine the effectiveness of these 3 factors in vivo.  
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Stem Cells and Translational Medicine- Reviewer                                                                   
2013-present 
UNCC, Charlotte, NC- Research Assistant, Bio stability Research group                                         
2012                                                                                                                 
Carolinas Medical Center, Charlotte, NC- Research Technician II, Electron Microscopy                
2011                                                                         
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UNCC, Charlotte, NC- M.S Student, Cancer Biology Research group                                     
2009-2012 
Thesis: Role of MUC1 on the ontogeny of Myeloid Derived Suppressor Cells in pancreatic cancer 
• Successfully elucidated the proposed hypothesis, submitted 1 first author manuscript 
• Co-authored several high impact scientific articles in oncology 
• Conducted key experiments and lent scientific expertise towards launch of PI’s spin-off 

company CanDiag 
Biocon Ltd., Bangalore, India- Junior Executive, Business Development                                 
2008-2009 
• Drafted business plans and budgets for pipeline products and soon-to-be-generic products 

 
TEACHING 
FTCC, Winston Salem, NC- Human Anatomy and Physiology Instructor                                        
2015 
• Designed course to better fit students’ needs including assignments and tests 

AHEC, Charlotte, NC- Human Anatomy and Physiology Instructor                                                 
2012 
• Designed full course for high school and middle school students 

UNCC, Charlotte, NC- Human Anatomy and Physiology Teaching Assistant                         
2009-2012 
• Prepared several tests for practical skill and knowledge assessment  

 
TECHNICAL SKILLS 
Laboratory techniques 
Cell biology techniques; Cell culture, Western Blots, ELISA and IHC, Immunological assays; 
Suppressive assays, MLR assays, CTL killing assays, T-cell proliferation, Flow cytometry and 
Magnetic Activated Cell Sorting, Molecular Biology techniques; Recombinant DNA methods, 
Gel electrophoresis, PCR and RT-PCR, Site directed mutagenesis, In vivo techniques; Animal 
handling including daily maintenance, surgery and injections via multiple routes 
Data analysis techniques 
Statistical analysis with Excel, R, GraphPad Prism and SAS, FlowJo FACS analysis   
Computer proficiency 
Microsoft Suite, Adobe Suite (Photoshop, Illustrator etc.), Bioinformatics tools (IPA),  referencing 
and bibliography with EndNote 
 
PUBLICATIONS  

• Murphy SV, Hale A, Reid T, Olson J, Kidiyoor A, Tan J, Zhou Z, Jackson J, Atala A. ‘Use 
of trimetasphere metallofullerene MRI contrast agent for the non-invasive longitudinal 
tracking of stem cells in the lung’ in Methods, 2016. 

• Li W, Kidiyoor A, Hu Y, Guo C, Liu M, Yao X, Zhang Y, Peng B, Zheng J. 'Evaluation of 
transforming growth factor-β1 suppress Pokemon/epithelial-mesenchymal transition 
expression in human bladder cancer cells' in Tumor Biology, 2015. 

• Kidiyoor A., Murphy S.V., Atala A. ‘Stem Cells from the Amniotic fluid and Placenta’ in 
Cell and Molecular Biology and Imaging of Stem Cells, 2014  
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• Kidiyoor A., Murphy S.V., Atala A.  ‘Adult Lung Stem Cells’ in Gene and Cell Therapy, 
2014  

• Murphy S.V., Kidiyoor A., Reid T., Atala A., Wallace E.M., Lim R. ‘Isolation, 
cryopreservation and culture of human amnion epithelial cells for clinical applications’ in 
JOVE, 2014   

• Amritha Kidiyoor, Jorge Schettini*, Dahlia M. Besmer*, Stephen Rego, Sritama Nath, Jennifer M. 
Curry, Lopamudra Das Roy, Didier Dreau and Pinku Mukherjee Pancreatic Cancer Cells Isolated 
from Muc1-Null Tumors Favor the Generation of a Mature Less Suppressive MDSC Population. 
Frontiers Immunology, 2014 *Both authors contributed equally 

• Stephen Rego, Muthulekha Swamydas, Amritha Kidiyoor, Racheal Helms, Alex De Piante, Amanda 
Lance, Pinku Mukherjee and Dider Dreau Soluble tumor necrosis factor receptors shed by breast 
tumor cells inhibit macrophage chemotaxis. Journal of Interferon Cytokine Research, 2013 

• Sritama Nath, Kaveh Daneshvar, Lopamudra Das Roy, Priyanka Grover, Amritha Kidiyoor, 
L Mosley, Mahnaz M. Sahraei, and Pinku Mukherjee MUC1 induces drug resistance in 
pancreatic cancer cells via upregulation of multidrug resistance genes. Oncogenesis, 2013 

• Lopamudra Das Roy, Jennifer M. Curry, Mahnaz Sahraei, Dahlia M. Besmer, Amritha Kidiyoor, 
Helen E. Gruber and Pinku Mukherjee Arthritis augments breast cancer metastasis: role of Mast 
Cells and SCF/c-Kit signaling. Breast Cancer Research, 2013  

• Sahraei M, Roy LD, Curry JM, Teresa TL, Nath S, Besmer D, Kidiyoor A, Dalia R, Gendler 
SJ, Mukherjee P. MUC1 regulates PDGFA expression during pancreatic cancer 
progression. Oncogene, 2012 

• Jorge Schettini, Amritha Kidiyoor*, Dahlia Besmer*, Teresa L. Tinder, Lopamudra Das 
Roy, Joseph Lustgarten, Sandra J. Gendler, Pinku Mukherjee Intratumoral Delivery of CpG-
Conjugated Anti-MUC1 Antibody Enhances NK Cell Anti-Tumor Activity. Cancer 
Immunology Immunotherapy, 2011 * Both authors contributed equally 

 
PRESENTATIONS 

• Stem Cells, Cell Therapies, and Bioengineering in Lung Biology and Diseases- Burlington 
VT, July 2017 (Poster) 

• WFIRM Retreat- Pinehurst NC, February 2017 (Poster) 
• American Thoracic Society Conference- San Francisco CA, May 2016 (Poster) 
• WFIRM Retreat-Pinehurst NC, February 2016 (Poster) 
• Gordon Conference on Lung Development, Injury & Repair- Andover NH, August 2015 

(Poster) 
• NC TERMS- Durham NC, October 2016 (Poster) 
• WFIRM Retreat- Pinehurst NC, February 2016 (Poster) 
• Annual Pulmonary Horizons COPD conference as invited Keynote speaker, Miami FL, July 

2015 (Oral) 
 
AWARDS 
• AAAS membership                                                                                                               

2015-present 
• Institutional National Research Service Award (T32), NIBIB, NIH                                    

2015-present  
• Travel award to Advances in Tissue Engineering Short Course, Houston TX                                 

2013 
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ASSOCIATIONS 
• American Medical Writers Association (AMWA) member                                                 2017-

present 
• American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) member                         2015-

present    
• Molecular Medicine and Translational Science Department Student Representative,        2015-

2017 WFSM      
• American Thoracic Society (ATS) member                                                                            2014-

2016 
• American Association of Cancer Research (AACR) member                                                 2010-

2012    
• Vice-president of Special Projects Committee of Graduate and Professional             2010-2011 

Student Government, UNCC 
 


